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, Contributors to This Issue
ERNA FERGUSSON has recently become known as an interpreter of the
Pueblo Dances of the Rio GraI\de' Valley through her book
Dancing Gods. But as a life-long resident of the S.outhwest soe is
a wise commentator on the ways of' life in its caminos and Main
Streets as well as in its pueblos. She has written for The American Mercury, Scribners, The Southwest' Re1Jiew.
Q

HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER is II young poet newly come to New Mexico. Her home is at Sandia Park.
MARIE HAMILTON BROWN is a New Mexico artist who has lived near
two of the well known pueblos of the state, Taos and Isleta. Her
preseni sketches are of the village in which she now makes her
home.
FRANCES HALL ir,t a teacher of E~glish in the >high school of Glendale,
California. Her verse has appeared in The North American Review,
The Midland, The English Journal and in two anthologies: "Best
Poems of 1932" and "University o~ Southern California Anthology."
ALFRED

iR an -instru('i:or in Enflish at the New Mexico Military
He has writtt'n of New Mexico and the Southwest in
both poetry and prose. The May QUARTBBLY will include his narrative poem "The Kneeling Nun" which is built about a legendary
figure shaped in the rock near Silver City, New Mexico.
CARTF.R

,

:

Insfitute~

•

. F. M. KERCHEVILLE, professor of modern languages.of the University of
New Mexico, has a humanistic conception of JJtudy and its .fruits.
He has written for The Modern I Language Journal, The Prairie
Schooner, The Southwest ..Review and upon topics illustrative of the
human interest side of language study.

E. USCHO~ is a native Illinoisan who has st~tlied'" commercial
art and is now engaged in newspaper work. During the last seven
years she has published verse in Poetry, The Midland, The Prairie
Schooner, Commonweal, Frontier, Bozan and in a number of
anthologies. Her latest verRe is experimental but! the work of a
mature artist.

MAUD

DOROTHY HOGNER lives with he~ artist hUsband on the ~sleta Road near
Alb,uquerque and Justifies her intere~t.in the wor~ she kn~ws by
writing about it.
~

AURELIO ESPINOSA, professor of Modern Romance Languages at Leltnd
Stanford Jr. University, supplements in this QU-t-RTERLY his previously published study of the tar-baby legend lin .New M~ieo
folk-!.9 re .
.
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y ERNA FERGUS~ON

B Hotel.

I

sat at ease on thelporch of the Gilkerson,
His ch ir, standing an ~ts hind legs, let his
head rest against t e wall,
and his iilted hat kept the sun
"
out ot his eyes. Y Boleslo was bu~y. Not the bUBy-ness
he reflected, ,of. the, ringo, this sillyIr1ning around, but'
busy-.ness wI~h the ,elld, w0rt?y ~f '"h~ so~ O,f ?' proud Ol~j
Spanish faml1y. IIje',was conslderln~ how It might be use
ful to him, this p~tion as interpreter for Judge Gyrus B
Meeks, an employment due to Bol~slo's reputation as ,
fighter .quite IlS mu4h IlS to his lluen. in English and span.~1
ish. ,Judge Meeks: late of Kansas, ~as a recent appointe,
to the bench. of th~,',,' Fifth Judicial Drstrict of the Territo3'
of New lVlexlco. He~ had heard the usual
tales of gun fights ,
~.
of men shot as thet walked into sal~ons a~d churches,e~e
o~ ~rough justlce a~ministered to juj:lges .who rendered~nJI
popu!ar decisions.~1 So when· he offeted young Boleslo A~ .
gon $7.00 a day as interpreter, tha~YOU~g man l1nders
.
th~t his h?nor wa .,~ a bod~ guar~ quite as muc~ as a 1i~r
gJ;llst.· With elabotate Spanlsh cou,'rtesy, he expressed hi
regrets. The,' jUd~. offered an addit,ional $3.00 a'day to.!
paid out of his OWD pocket. • . ' > : .
• .
.:
, I
"And my expenses," s~id Boleslo with a note of .finali "
"naturally my~ exp~nse~."
. ' .J.'
'
For three'daYls they had ddve, in a buckboard acro
country to Roswell where the jud'gf was to hold a term :
court. Once in a while Boleslo drew his gun to pot a jaclt·
rabbit, loping aloqg the road, 6r a ,oyote passing in a gr~
streak. Alw~yS h~ hit his.target,$ r,rassu~ing the jUdg~.· ~n
Ros~ell, the JUdg~ kept his body ~ua~ ~s close to him.
pOSSIble. Two beds in the same ir,;rh. Meals together f1
the hotel dining-room.' Judge Me ' did not drink. He did
not smoke. He did not gamble. aoleslo 'felt that he
earning his $10.00: a day. The jUd* was not inspiring coqi- '.
pany, but Boleslowas
establishing jhimself as 'a young. m~~
.
[ 3 ]~.
OLEsLO ARAGON
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:

knowing well the ways of a strange Wildl~oQ;ntry. AIl;lO
lost no opportumity to impres~ otners with hi~ intimacy wit
l
the judge. ~oleslo, like all Mexicans, a~qreciated ~he valu~
of personal Influence. Somehow must I~ come, hIS OPPOIttunity..
'
i \0' ~.
As Boleslo meditated, ,. two. men approached whom
had seen watching him 'wiijI the judge. I They 'were of a
type particularly offensive to Boleslo's Sp~nish taste.: lon~
and lean and slouching, chewing tobaccb, spitting freel~,
speaking in a drawl. "Tejailos!"
i
"Yo~'re Aragon, ain't .you?" said one of them. "You:rr
.: .. fairly solid with his honor, ain't you? Smjoke? Say lookee,
, ~ we're ~H.lrety on the bond Qf a Greaser-thrt is, a Mexi~an-I
na~ed Jose Barreras, used to work for ufo He's under i~
dictment for as~ault with intent to murdeJ He w,as a-wor~
in' on our rancl, and we went his bond. Now he's skippe~
back to Mexico., . . $5000.00! God, man, that'll about rui:h
us. And thatdamned Greaser-I mean t~at damned'Mex+
well, he won't eome back and stand triaU ~ Probably guilty

hr

I"

'.

I

h~~:ry

~~rd "Gre~ser"

as.
time the
sli+ed out, BClleslo:l
gray eyes grew colder and harder.. It.. was not important tt
him, he said, to help them in any way at ~ll. His influenc
~th. the judge was, o~ course, great. N ~t~,rallY somethin
mIght be d?ne ~bout It.. But: why,: ev~,. ~hy . the devil,'
. should he rIsk hIS stanfhng WIth the Judge, hiS high repu
tion for integrity for two men he had. n~ver seen before.
And all for nothing?
What, they iD:,quired, would :be his icilea of a .fair co
sideration for anYthing he might decid! do in their b ~
half?
.
Five hundred dollars was ~nally.a eed upon. Tha,
and their promise to sit still, ke'!p their ±louthS shut; wha ;
ever happened, and their shirts on.
'
Later, Boleslo took a stroll into the I wer part pf town,
Little Chihuahua. There it was easy e ough!-to. spot a

I.

I
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JUSTICE AS

INTERPRETED
.'

'(i5
I

stranger and to draw him into conversation. Boleslo was
, n~w the patron. His gray. eyes were arrogant, and he ask~d
{. questions Iik~ a master.
'.
~
"From where, f~iend?" The same state of Mexico as
the man who had been indicted. .
.
.
"How do you calf yourself?" . Not Jose Barreras,b,t
no matter.
.
"You speak no English ?" No. "
"You have much need of moiley?" But, yes. Why not?
"$25.00 .in gold?, You could use that, no?" PueB, $i,
Benor. And yes, and yes, again.
. ;
. So Boleslo instructed the Mexican in the rudiments· OI
coun-room 'etiquette. He was to appear in court at ten
o'clock the next morning. Boleslo ~as to teadhim a pap~r, .
and then to say, "Culpa, Bin culpa?" ."Guilty,
or not guiltyP."
.
The Mexican was to answer, "Culpa.'>' After that, he w~' ·
to say only, "Si Benor." It was very simple. If all went w~U,
. he should receive the grand sum of :'25.00.' In gold.
Boleslo then called upon the district attorney, behiJ!ld
whose full beard and labored manner, he sensed a"va~y
. muddled mind. He approached with elabo~te pretense pf
secrecy.
i_
"His honor," he explained, "i~ very busy and he hlas
asked that I talk with you about oneJose Barreras. You
kn.ow him?" The-district attOrney remembered. "It isl a
case which has .interest for his honor. He wishes you. \to
know' that he will aecept a plea o~ guilty from this Barrer~
with a fine of $50..()0 and a jail sentence to be 'suspend~d
during· good behavior.- YQu see?' His honor wishes t"t
this matter, be atten,ded to at once, The jU,dge apprecia~s
'that you wish to hasten the business of this court. He •
mires your quickness. }You see? You bow. . ' 1 e
.
know.s..."
A little wondering at his honor's interest in so obscu e
a Mexican, but ftatteredby Boleslo:~ diplomacy, the, distr ct
attorney agreed to the plan: a plea: of guilty' from Jose ,B rr

l)

~

,

I

•
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l

and a jail senWhen' the judge returned' from dinn~r with an ~mpor
,~
tant Roswell family, he found his .body guard tilted com,
. fortably back against the hotel walL' His hat lay on the
floor, a gently smoking cigarette. droopedfrom. his lip, hi~
whole man:qer was that of the thor0l:1ghl do-less Mexieani
"The district attorney has been to ee you," Bolesld
confided. , "He knows you are very ~USy~ so he tol~ m~
to speak to you about a man, one J ose Ba~reras, who IS :un~.J.
der inaictment. The distric.t attorney )'I~S .he is not a ba
fellow. He wants to know if your honor ]Will accept a pIe
of guilty with a fine of $50.00 and, a priln sentence to b
suspended during good behavior." ,
"Certainly not," said, his hOllor belli erently. "I'll d
no such thing! L.et. the man appear. in. ciurt and take hi
chances." .
.
'l>
"
Judge Meeks fussed and fumed a go d deal. Boleslo
all su.ave. acceptance of the judge's decisIon, said nothin~
until his honor's indignation had run ,dowln. Then he sug
gested supper. After supper, th~Y'sat'agrin on the p~rch
Boleslo did not bring up the subject of Ba reras. HespokJ
of the district attorney,- of his political po '~r, of his influl
ence with the cattlemen of the neighborh , of his abili .
·1
to get a docket cleared.
~
, "What is it he wants in the case of Ithis Barreras ?'
asked the judge. "D'you know anything aIDout the man ?" . ,
Boleslo knew very Jittle. He did not lappear much in .
terested. It only struck him that 1;he dist iet attorney wa
mucb concerned. The case, he added, wou be called at te
o'clock to-morrow morning.
"Well, if the district attorney is so in rested, tell hi '
all right," said his h~nor.
,
a hundred an
Next morning, as the heat mounted
beyond, the ~ourt sat in an' 'adobe' room ith a picture 0
Lincoln" on the wall, twelve ~mpty kitCher chairs for th
I

r

1

>

I

1

I
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jury, and several rows of unoccupied seats. There were 11k>
. sp~tatQrs" except ,two cattlemen, Boleslo's clients; sittin,
near the door. ,The first case was called. The County' Qf
Socorro against Jose Barreras. Holeslo's unnamed Mexl~an rose in answer. to a flash of the interpreter's eye, an~
advanced to the bar of justice.' Boleslo ~ead the tndictme~t
in English and then in Spanish.
'
~ .
"Culpa?" said he, "sin culpa?"
"C~lpa," answered the Me,acan without l;1esitation. ,I
Frantic signs from the cattlemen, but Boieslo.could nQt /
see them. The district attorney, surl; of the court's desire,
made Boleslo's I'hotioil: thaf Jbse Barreras should' be fined ','
$50.00 ~rid'sentenced U? a year in state's prison., sentence
be suspended during good behavior. ' Every word, spoken ir'
English by the district attorney, was repeated by Boleslo ijIl
suer rapid Spanish that much of it was lost on the two ca~
tlemen in the b~ck of the room, sweating wi~h anxiety.
What Iwas this Greaser 'up to?~·
.
I
The court accepted the district a*,rn~y's motion, an~
.pronounced sentence with a. tirade on the evils of gun carr~
ing, of liquor, and especially of the combination of guns an
lliquor. 'Boleslo translated every~ word with gusto, interpre
ing not only the court's words but. his very intonations, t ,e
very glare of his eyes: an accomplishment of every inte~preter worthy of the
name. . '
1
,.
.
I
The case closed, the Mexican was allowed to leave. Bqleslo followed him. "Here," he said, '''_are your twenty~fi~e.
dollars. ,Take them and go, go quickly, go to Mexico, tha~
ingthe good God and all the saints that you have as good Ia
friend as I am. Go, and never come back to this country ih
all .your life."".
"
",
1
,"'
I
As he turned, Boleslo was stopp~,.d by his two cattleme~.
"Aragon, there's all hell to pay. That..man they sentencea
isn't Jose Barreras at all. ,~e's .another Greaser entirel~,
and you've got us into a hell of a jack-pot." , ~,
.!

I

,

I

I
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Boleslo was calm. "Look," said he. "My agreemen ..
was to make you free of this Barreras indic ent, no? Well~ the records will show that Barreras has appeared in court
and been sentenced. :rhe conditions of your bond have beert '
fulfilled. I have done my part. ~ow . . .
,I
As Boleslo folded a~, fat roll \of bills, pe mused, "Eso~
Gringos. They don't understand, these thi~. I have arT
ranged this matter well for all. These men~ave been sav~
$4500.00. The schools are richer by $5 .00.. This poo
Mexican is richer by $25.00. The real J OBe Barreras is saf
at his home in P4exico. Thus," thought B leslo, "~s rea
justice been done in all things."
I' .

t '

.The Untamed Hour
By HARVENA CONRAD RICH R
The blazing desert'stars die out;
.\
A pine ~ows ciear against the 'easterf sky. .'
Slow, whIte-faced cattle wander dowi to drln~.
The poor-wills cr«Y.

A wild horse nickers from the' Grant.'
The scent of sage and cedar haunts th air.
A herder, wakened. by his stirring flo k,
Drones morning prayer.

~·I

,'"

!

!

·1
I
!
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Tales of Isleta·

I

. By MARIE HAMILTON BROWN
i
Preface:
'
',c4
1
HEBE anecdotes are written in an effbrt to portray oill~
th~exterior of Pueblo life. The Indiap.·, ceremonie'~,
marvels of witchcraft, and dance significances, .I ,will no'
say do not hold for me an intense interest; but I know tha' .
the persist~ncy of the white man in trying to obtain rna'
ferial for his books, and the deluging of Pueblos' by objec
tionable tou_rists, have created in the Indian a desire to con
ceal the so called mysteries deep within the recesses of hi
being. .Fe'Y white men, I am sure, have yet been able t
sound successfully those unfathomable depths. So, I giv
you, in its simplest form, an expression of the people of Is
"leta without' in any way venturing to interpret (if I could
their community life or folk secrets. TJiese narrativ are what may be observed from ~)De's doorstep as one ma ,
~e people in any village anYwh.~re. Beyond my doorste~
and beyond my neighbors I do n~t. presume togo. ;\lthoUgljl
the incidents here recounted are· teal, the names are, of
course, fictitious.'

T

'

Home-building in the Pueblo.,
,"
.
.
\\
Jose is my 'la:ndlo
Jose is a very good landl~rd in
deed. But I must telbY how he came to acquire that
\~ta,¥.
\\
. ' ~I
\.
One day I was roam ng around the outskirts of the village! in an effort to P!OCU e some apPle-~loSso~ or m~.t~al
ble. \ It was heret I came pon the hom~ In which I now lIve
It was then, to the I' di s, an evil and dilapidated lookin
place-al,ld far toO close to the cemetery-but to me it w
an architect's paradise. I visualized it only in its completeq
state after a lengthy discussion with Jose whom I had called
from his work in the fields.

\

t

f.

[91
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"Have you no idea who owns it?" I aske .
I·
"Well, you see," said ~ose, "no one, has lived. in it for
so long I have forgotten. It belonged to m grandmother
.and now I think it belongs to me.'"
';
"You think it belongs to you?" I ask d in .surprise.
"Don't you know?"
, . .
"No ma'am," said ..he, "but I can find 0 t and let you
know in a few days."
"That's fine!" I assented. "I would lik to rent the
house if. the owner is willing to fix it .so. I coul live in it."
Jose shook his head perplexedly. "You r lly want It?"
"I certainly do." ,
.
I
"Then I go find the owner." And he t~otted off still
puzzled as to why anyone should want to livt way off here
in ~is deserted old place.
.
I
.
I waited impatie~tly for several days. ;hen Jose ap-: peared bearing impor~nt.news. .He now 0 ed the house
'and would rent it to me. I was delighted-t 0 much so tol
inquire into the mysteries of hiS·. ownership. Jose was:.
known in the village a's a very smart man. I He had been
four times governor. A number of his frie~ds owed him .
money. These he 'gathered togethet and had ~hem agree to
p~aster. a:nd build in return for the loan. T~e h~use consIsted of three rooms.
·i
One day, when improvements, were unde way, Jose iIiformed me excitMly that the third. roont did not belong to;
him and that he had 'forgotten to look up the wner. Thesei
people were, fortunately, soon located and th y, too, agreed I
to renovate and rent to me the room. The fri ndship of t}lel
two landlords I discovered was only a formJlity; so therei
began rivalry. in the matter of workmanShiP.lJos~ peoPlel
went to the hills to procure only the whitest 'cl y.' Landlord
number two had be~n work earlier and h!,d JSed a clay no~
so white. Consequently. my little house -looWed, when fin-!
ished, like a piebald pony.. Landlord number iwo would notl
be outdone; so he repaired to the hili's for cl~- I and proeeedj
1

~

I.

i

I

I

I
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_ ,

ed to replaster.; FiI:eplaces' were built and walls ~hite~
washed? and the house, at length proclaimed a finished, j~J),
wl)en, to my astonishment, I ~iscovered that a small kitc».~ ,
and the outside b~ke-oven had not been touched. lealled
Jose to account.
"Oh that," he said, as though dismissing it entirely.
"The workers did not think their debt extended ~ll the way
to the coop and bake~oven." ,
"But J ose.," I protested, '''I cannot have it left that
y;ay."
,
I,
, "Then maybe you can fix it," he replied,. "It will only
cost three dollars."
.
I
I acquiesced, and the work was done.
~
Then Jose came for his first rental.
"How," I asked" "did you discover' your ownership?"
,
.1:'
He told me in confidence that in tbe beginning he had i,. '
only been one of a number of six relatives who had inherited
the house. This se~med qUite complicated. Two rooms.
. Six owners! "Then \you pay them all a portion of the rent?"
\1 asked.
.
1
"Oh no ma'ain~ Yqu see I bO,ught them out."
~
My curiosity increased. "Did you tell them you were ,I:
. renting the house 1"
Jose evaded my 'question and went on to explain~ "I
gave to my sister a horse-trough. To my younger brother I ,i
gave a dollar, a'n~ to my ~usiri an olla, and to se.veral of the, ,I ~
others a little mBney or something that they needed."
Ij
. "And they s~m~d to .think this was e~ough 1" I ask~ ,~~,
,'''Oh yes, they are satIsfied." , And Jose, too, suave and : t-benign, standing there in -fade~ overall. trousers and cotton '~if"
shirt 'ornamented by the inset embroidery characteristically
, Isletan,al?peared to be sa.tisfied. The grey hair !alling in
~
short curlsa?out h~s f.orehead an~ dr,aw,n. into the chongo \11 '
at the back dId not IndIca~e age WIthout Wisdom.
!
A week after I moved in, things began to happen. I ;1

'!

II

'f '
1

.

~.

I"

1;

was attracted o~e night by the sound of diggibg. ~ paid lit-I
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tIe attention to it until I heard shouting and qu _relling over
in the corral. It was a very nice corral" and I had visions, ,
later on, of keeping horses there for myself nd son. At
this mome~t the east, wall.·was bei~g ,demolisheqby no other
than the sIster of my frIend Jose. She announced to the
world at large that he was a thief and- a Iiar~ A hOrSetrough indeed! The east side- of th~ corral wr8 hers, and
down it came and was carted triumphantly avray. I wondered what would happen next. J~e told me most affably
not to worry, everything would be all right.
~On the contrary, I arrived hom'e one even ng and discovered two workmen in the throes of razing y one and
only beautiful tamarisk that had stood perh ps for centuries, its graceful limbs ,protecting my front door. I uttered an exclamation of hor~or., but the men, uitterly oblivi- i
ous to my pain, proceeded "to do some more choppi:pg. "Oh"
please 40n't take away that tree," I cried.
~
"But it is my tre~," protested one of the m"n.
"Row can it be your tree," $aid I, "when I am renting
the house'? Who sent you here ?'.'
I
41
1 came because the tree is mine. It bel ged, to my
grandfather. Jose ,has not paid me for it-s I chop it
down."
"How much do you want for it?" I asked. "1 will see
Jose about it."
You may be sure I did so immedjately.
"Oh that," said Jose, "is a little matter I ~orgot.,~
; Perhaps in the future there will be'other Ii tIe m~ttersl
that have been forgotten: but up ~ill now thing hav:e gone!
along smoothly enough. Jose, a charming" picifresque old!
man, smilingly evades the truth-but Is, 'in his ray, a very:
g~od landlord indeed!
i\>-

l'

I

'a

'.

I

'i

An Honest Man
.The Indians of Isleta are all very good ~eo Ie. I draw
my conclusipns solely from the fact that the ja I is seldom
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I
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.

~

.~

"
l

used. , It is· a small·.cement. structure isolated on the outf
skirts of the_ village, an unwanted stepchild of the people, .
but remBlins nevertheless, barred and ~ padlocked, a significant gesture on the part of law. I had lived in the village
~
several montHs arid had seen none enter or leave the buildf
ing.. One morning, however, 'on my way to the store, I beheld a strange sight. The door of the jail stood wide open
r
and on the threshold reposed 'a gentleqlan .of the community
~.
readingthe morning paper. A group- of friends stood by,'.
,one Qf whom had contributed,. a bowl of hot food and some
cigarettes. I must say I did not quite comprehend the situ!
ation.
I asked a passing Indian who the man might..be. j
~.
"Oh heem; he's a pr\soner-he get fifteen days." .
..
"1\ !prisoner," I ~xclaimed, "but the jail is not locked."· ,:.
.
The man seemed surprised. "Lock heem? Why Pablo
he's a very honest mall !"
>

•

.,

•

I

JWLnita
I

..

"

•

Marcellena was' my neighbor. She was .an old, ()ld
woman. The village people called her a witch. She had, I
understood, a Ive~y bad disposition indeed. For a while
Marcellena was noticeably hostile to the. Americana. There
was a slight thaw, however,'wh~n I enter~ the placita with
garbage for her, pigs. We became gooclt friend~ when I
showed admiration for ~hickens.· I~deed Marcellena
had .sQme very Jine .chickens.l. -I had~ seen them often, for
had they not wandered recklessly into m~ yard in the hope
of extricating therefrom bigger and better worms? .Wax. ing: more and m0t:e. friendly Marcellena .e~pounded 'unto me
the virtues of her favorite chicken, Juan;ta. Juanita was
indeed a female worthy of notice. A littlel redder to be sure
than most red hens and a mite scrawnier-+but then was. she
not t~e beloved one of Mareellena's heart ~
.
,
.
The next day 'Marcellena called for\lher garbage and
~here.were days'and days afterward wh1n~ she favored us

~
J

1

1,.
1

t

I

!

!I
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wIth frIendly VISIts. We chrIstened her, I'm afraId a ,bl '
irreligiously, "Our LadY. of the Garbage," she I s so faith \
ful to her pigs and her little featherf;!dones.. '
\
One day I beard a 'great commotion in the r, adway.
,\'
I rushed to the rescue only to djscover that ohr poor lit
tIe Juani~ had been mow~d d~wn 'by ~ .hit and run drive
I'
,
and left In a very much: flattened co~dl.tIon.
The rooster and the other chIckens, mucljL alarmed,
were circling the spot clucking and to-doing in ~n effort t
I'
awaken some response in the silent Juanita.
In a few moments MarcelIena appeared., Whbn
she sa
I
'
what had happened she threw herself on her knees' in th
dust.
. '
l
"Ah mi pobrecita Juanita-my poor little :on,e I" sh
wailed over and over.
~
"MarceIIena," I said~ "it is no use. She is d,ead. Yo
had better take her insid~ and maybe you can copk her fo '
supper."
. _
·'What1" she exclaimed. "Cook my poor Jittle
Ah mi pobrecita Juanita!"
"But," I insisted, "she is dead."
"~h, so she is," agreed Ma~~elI~a at IEmgt", checkin
'.
her grIef.
" .\
"Then cook her for dinner,""I,urged.
"But she is so flat,", ~arcelIEma, observed in a~ genuinel '
puzzled voice.
· ,
"You might try frying her," I suggested.
, I" thought I beheld a twinkle of amusement in the eye
of the bereaved one. In a moment it was gone, however;
,\
and, rising from the ground, she iifted Juanita carefuII
from the dust and left to prepare the last rites' for her little
one. Juanita had alway~ been useful; and Marcellena, wh
had always been ve'ry, very poor,. would eat chicken for th
first time in many months. \ She ljurried within and I could
hear her muttering as she went, "Gracias, Senorita" Gr
cias!"
"

..

-

---

WI

I

..
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OF

Hairbreadth ,escapes
play but a s all~ part in the lives
' .
:.\ ~,of pueblo chickens. ,And the untimely.en1 of little Juanita
becom"es, in memory~ only another blot n~ the scutcheon of
the reckless driver.
~
./

·1

~

r·

I
>

Funeral.

I

i_It w~s nearing t~e day of the Fiesta of' Saint AU~Ul;l

\

I

I

tinito. I noticed ,that my pretty)ittle maid, ;Marie, had eaten
scarcely anything all week. I remarked lbout this to her.
"But we are all'so a:rbtious for the Fi ~. ta," she replied.
I, I
"We shall dance our toes off. All day a : 'night we sh~ll
da~ce."
.. .
.
~..... ,
It is not often tnat fiesta comes to the ,ueblo; and when
\. it com~, there is nothin$' to rivQ.l it as a~ joy-giver to the
community. Such enthusiasm for a hOh.·da~ may, seem-child·· ,
like to strangers, but the:white
man need1only«
remember
"
1,
.'
his Fourth of July, and 'his Hallowe'en a4d.his Christmas
for parallels. Yet t)lese somewhat faded and considerably
commerCialized festivals bf Americans, ladk in general the
genuine qualities inheren~ in the Pueblo ti&tas.
. This day 'of Saint A~gustinito will al+a~s fe~ain, for
me, a most fascinating an~ beautiful memd;ry. Indians had
arrived from all -th~ imdortant pueblos it New Mexico.
N~vajos, San~ DOIhing1ns, San' Felipan" L~u~ans-:-a.ll
-were. there. The pl~za was a blaze of colon SpanIsh mUSIC
stirred hundreds. o~ ifeet~~~ action a~d hurdred,s ()f hE!arts
to song. I was beIng catrled by their rhYthms; to greater
~nd greater excitement when! felt ~ sUddElf stillness in the
direction of the chtirch. I picked my WIly through the
throng of merrymakers-+no' less gay thad befor.e, for few
had felt the hush-a; n~te ~carcely audible ih the 'program of
-the day. As I neared thJ edge of the crowd, I, was just in
time to witness the mos~ _impressive procfssion. A youth
and- blue tro\Jsers '" walked in
in wl1fte embroidered
front carrying a massive cross. Four s1!alwart men follOWed, bearing on their IShouiders a cantas ~her on
I

1".

Sh¥

~
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which lay a still form covered wi\h 'a gay blanket. RaiIil
had suddenly begun to fall. In the drizzle, ten to twelv~
. : mourners, men, women, and children, walked behind th~
dead body in its blanket coffin. All t~e women were ~rappe4
in the beautiful red shawls of the pueblo. I f.ollowed behind
the quiet little group, not from any sense of morbid cUri~
osity. Somethjng had called me to rest a moment from the
gayety of the plaza.
~
.'
As we walked up ~e hiU toward the' ceIIl:etery, t~
storm grew worse. Th~ wind began to eddy and bea~.
against us and ~he rain dropped steadily upon the blanke4
ed form. 'Proceeding up' a little hill, the stretcher and it$
bearers were outline.d a!fainst the d~aining~ky. The moufn~l
ers were so calm they seemed to feel neither rain nor wind
. When the procession reached the grave., Itwo of ~heme
carrying the body lifted it' from the stretchEtr.as 'one inight
, a tired child and placed it reverently in its edrthy bed. Th~
relatives threw in a few c~ods of earth as a last farewell~
As they did so, there sounded a distant roll of thunder~ I
felt the spirit had been released ;from its captivity to be at
once enfolded in the heart of the universe. There was ~
moment of peace in which it seemed as though I re.sted
head against the shoulder of God.
I

my

The Livers

~

-

The fields in front of my house are very bare save fo·
a few shaggy neglected old .fruit tr.ees. These are clustere
grumpily together in an· effort to- lessen the onalaught 0the capricious desert winds. On thoe edge of the '.• fields, lik~
lonely orphans, stand two very young peach trees. Oh, the'
are very young indeed. Their limbs are sr$oth and gliste in the sun and the winds have been kind to th$l. Whe~
they were even younger they wished to touch, but the wind,
said, UNot yet, not yet!" But now they have grown, all.1
their limbs entwine. The old trees that are gnarled an~
bitter and huddled close together laugh and nudge one an
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other and,croak in
"Wait, w+t. it will Dot always be so." The wInd IS kInd and the YQung trees do not
hear. The Indian s~es a~d does not pru~e. They stand
. there a!one, smiling in th1 su~, whispering 0:n~ another ~n
low VOIces. The very yo~ng peach trees- stand close, theIr'
arms entwining one another. They whi 1Per, "It will al..
. ' .
1
ways be so."
~
!

i

I

F

[

1

;
i

~
~

I

i
1
I

,

~

•
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Toast
•
if

'.. By :tRANCES HALL

1

•

L,ife's deep-dra~n drt,nk is brewed ~ple things
When one blows off ~e froth frolp assIng ,years.
.
_ How little bitterness Ithere is, of tea ~.
And unsought taste qf sad remember IS;
It is'the pleasant,. jo~-spiced fragranc ; clings
About the flagon wh$ the moment ne~rs
To drink the last ric~ dregs, when theie appears'
The great bartender ~or his reckonings. '

<1

.

.: I

II
Come;' lift your: gobI4ts--gallan~gesturtd up

And in good {elllowsqip clink brim wi:f.h brim;
Drink to the hour th't. finds the chali9~ ~raine~
And bares the secret ~h~t the glass.cOl1italned-.
A draught eternal wellIng to the rIm II
Or but the bottom of la wine-stained CUi~.
..
I,
!

I

1:1.

~1

!
~
~

'\

"
!
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Triolet
(Lament of a Trapped, Young Man)
By ALFRED CARTER
I but asked for a kiss;
'Twas my. only intention. "l
An engagement's amiss!
I but asked for a kissJust a moment of blissSo whence this detention?
I but asked for a kis~ ;
'Twas my ,only intention!

i.
I

i

Rondel in Winter

J

,

.

I

By ALFRED CARTER
.

.

Though winter
snows abound
\
And winds do chill my 'muse,
Within the drifts I found
,A leaf in sprIngtime hues.
Its stem is fully round,
And hopeful are its views,
Though winter snows abound
And ~in,ds do chill my muse.

i

..

Within the little ground
Uncovered by my thews
A gallant hope I found
That colors all my views"
Though winter snows abound

And winds do chill m~e.t,.

~'
,

"
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A ¥orning With Mont~igne
'By

~. M. KERC~EVIL~

"
.

co~ment-allez

"Bon jour, Monsieur Montaigne,
vous ce
• beau matin?" ask.a yoUng college profer~ or w.hom we shall
."
j
.
call Figaro.
.
The youIlg mall is addressing the sh~de of that long departed French "gentlem.an·; of the Renai~sance but recently
returned from the,shadows of purgatolJ'ii1101o
"Bon jour, bon jo~r, mon bon ami !Figaro. It's quite
some time since I've seen you." AJ!d howllis life treating you
now, mon ami?" answers the ghost of lithe shrewd little
Frenchman. "How are conditions in ypur own America? ,
Y?U look somewh,t nervous and puzzle~r my, friend."
F~garo: I am nel"iV.ous and more tha.n ~~me.what P,uzzled I
assure you, and I seek you out as aijtonIc for a case of
ne~ves. ~ l}u,t ~ell me how is it that JyOU still have that
tWInkle In your eye, that you are nrpt dead-after thes@
four hundred;years? What's your s: c~et for remaining,
,
alive?
'.,.'
tIo.ntaigne: \Ah, mon ami, one has, ut: keep up with the
" times to defeat death. 1)6 you ot .' member the words '.
of my fellow countryman who said ~ , an is only a reed,
but he's a thinking reed," arid _e!, ords of the great
Spaniard whjch go somethin ·k this "eJ polvo que
piensa punCa\ muere" (dust t
JiIJ.lks never.. dies) ?
And you ask me why I am y t al ~e? Have' yoft forgdtten :hat "ge.nUin~thou~ht is eVil; obsolete? <> Do Y,OU
'/.
not know that a tl1Inker, IS alw ys c, ntemporary?\-:
Figaro: . Now I know that' you a e' in ,eed myoId frien(J,
Montaigne, for only \ a Fre chm. could have sueh
nerve.Yoh were never gi en toll excessive .modesty.
~ut let's l~ave the s?bject of death,ll.aand come to a qu~s
bon that IS really alIve. I should ltke very much to Insince YOU'i've
terview you
on the subject of edJbation,
.
I ,

'1'!

.

j

I

I

!
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been watching us for so long from a fr1nt row s~at i
Purgatory.
,I
i
M onta~gne: Now in?eed do I recognize !OU al:; my 4" merical'
. frIend. You WIll not be content wIth a Jrnere chat or
conversation. You must have an intJrview. Thin
· you, mon ami, that you are helping me 0 t of P,.iu,:' rg;t.o
q.
when you ask me to discuss modern edu ation ~ I tliaf
your idea of a sense of humor? What auld you' ~y
me say on the subject of educ~ You~, finer
'?
views in a little series of essays which once wrote
rainy days when I had nothim.g else to do. l"ve learnec1l ,
little since, although I've followed you· moder~ mov+
( ments quite closely. Don't you have e ough e, du~atior
in America?
.
.
Figa.ro: Sure we have plenty of education i America. 'Vhy
we have more colleges and universities han Greece ha~
gods. But that's not the po~nt. You b oke With the socalled "schools" and the stiff, formal X ke'of ft\ristotIe.
How did you do it? And why did-you statt"9ut for
yourself? Montaigmi: That:s quite simp~e, my friend. I mer~.y se~ :for
myself the task of, learnIn8"' about ot er me~. whIle I
studied myself, and I made it apoint tCj) alw~ys!support
· the free and unprejudiced examinatio .1 of all <tliestlons~
The schoolmen of my day held to th .queer idea tliat
education was some strange thing e tirely separated
from the thing we call life. Instead f trying to livle
an education they were trying to te h the thing biv
rote. I merely tOla them that instead of makin me~ ,
f
· by that ,system they were only m.king '~PUIts de
science." I coulp have ~sed the word t"vacuums," but
I was never given to much satire, as YfU know.
Figaro: Then. why did the schools hate y 1:1 so bitterly?
Montaigne: Just human natu1je I suppos
You see I to
them that education was in reality li t:; itself, and th t
the youth should .be taught life as it eally is, th~t ,1~

0'

i .

II

d

'J

)
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should be taught to look about him, and learn to judg
I shouted (in their fossilized ea
things as they ar
3
u pas. de pedantisme; l'example~ de la vie vaut tous 1
.!ivres." Between you anti me .that sentence caused a
the tro.uble. ' Why the old feUdws gnashed their teet
and all but murdered me. . I .
Figa~: But you were not bluffing, rtty dear M~ntaiine, yo
really believe in this thing calleR education? .
-:Montaigne: My young fellow, you ~now I was always, an
still ani quite skepticaI= of the~e dogmatic friends 0
mine who say' so glibly "I beliete r'''1 know." I hat
much rather take my position I ong those who sa
"que sajs je?" You doubtless! ow that some criti
attributed that phrase to me. I I didn't actually ori~~
nat the expression.' but if the ~ritics say so (wemus~
respect our critics you know) I am willing to accep~
the honor. But back to your question. Yes, my young ,
: man,' in· so far as I really believe anything, I believe
that, the most important field in the realm of humam. '.
. ,knowledge is that which treats'of the education of thf
youth. I've committed myself. Now "shoot the works. '
Isn't that what you say in good American slang?
'~igaro': Monsieur Montaigrie, j'ust how wo~d~ you start th~
child in the great quest for light?
'.'
,
Montaigne: First I'd find out his natural inclinations. 'Y
must n~t force a child·to.follow a course for which htl!
has not' the least taste or desire.
i
Figaro: Why we've been doing ~hat for years in Americaj
,
We have hundreds of special examiners, and boards fo
vocational guidance. You cannot but compliment us 0 ,
that, my friend~
!
, Montaigne:.A move in the right direction, yes. But'yoq,
.
are still a thousand 'miles from your goal. ¥QU s~il~
waste your time 'and' energy trying to make a la wye~
. or a priest out of little Johnny when any fool. could, see •

't

<:>

r

0

,

"

0+
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that little Johnny would make a mucjh 'better busines~
mali or a poet as the ca~e may be.
Figaro:' What about the teacher;- Monsie r, what<kind of .
teachers would you choose for the chi d?
.
Montaigne: Ah, my young frie~d, now Iyou,come to the
point. Upon the correct choice of a te~her depends the
whole success of the scheme. Choose $n "habil homme~"
rather than merely "un hommesavknt." A teacher
should be a well rounded 'man, a Ie er instead of ~
dandruff-covered enCYClQpedi.'a; He's ould have ratb±~
a head "bien faite que bien pleine."
"
Figaro: That's fine. Now'we agr~e on'sQ ething. Ameri
is certainly stepping forward along't lis line.. We ha
Teachers Colleges, Teachers Traini g Courses, an
Normal Seh90ls all over the count . Why almo t .
every town has its own normal schoo. We-req\lire t
M.A.~nd in many' cases the Ph.D: de ee, and our sp
cialists now reach all the way from, e primary grad
to the post graduate. specia.Iizaj:ion·1.~s something nel'
. "something that America has given tne world.
Montaigne: NG, my young'fellow, spelfi.alfzation is not n=I
in the world. It began long ago wnen the fencing m
ter was separated frbm
the dancing fuaster
in order
"
I
relieve unemployment. I've watched Iyour A,merica f
,

,

.

I

gone insane on that: point as well a~ on the matter f
degrees. You have teachers with d~grees a yard Ion
showingt stugents the way to wisdhm who know s
little of life that one could lose them ~n their own bac~. .
, yards.
" . ,
.
Figaro: Thanks. I'll ~ke a n9te on that'jl Ndw ~hat is yo
opinion about mass teaching and routine. We a~e
stressing individual attention now i America. Surel, I
you'll agree that we are 'co,rrect initpis original cort.
ception of ours.
· I~.
h
I

I

.

l\

t

I

,
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Montaigne: Correct, yes, but hardly original. I insifited

Oil"'

that point until I was blue
in' the face some four hun- .
,
dred years ago. The twentieth
centu.ry is still behind,'.
me on that score, and.with your mass-p~oduction and,'"
mass-education in America, may I pr~dict that you will
trail me yet for another four centuries. .
Figaro: What would you most seek to train in the youth,
Monsieur 'Montaigne?
.
Montaigne: His judgment,
his .judgMent, by all
means.
. .
.
Steer him away from dogmatism and blind belief in
authority. Ris o~ly reverence should be for the truth.
Develop in. him 'the attit4de of the.tolerant, ope&minded thinker with a judgnlent of ,his own,. firm put
not dogmatic. Teach him to make up his own mind~e
loge'rien en sa tete par authorite" I cried to the· school
masters in my day, and they almost mobbed me. Dogmatism and pedant~y are still rank 'in the world even
in your own United States of America. These two evils
, are deeply imbedded and hydra-headed. -No independent thinking can. be done wHen either is rlresent. 'I
have ,watched your American 'educational system, and
allow me to tell >;you tbat individual thinking among
the; products that you.,turn ,out each year remains at
a~most ashhrh a premium 'as' it was in my own school'
days. You kill the interest o~ your best students with
, too much red tape. As a proof of t~is where is your
"Youth' Moveme4i': in -A~erica? In many countries
the youth are lea1fing ih l}beral thoughts in the realms ,
. of politics, gove~ment,' economics ~nd religion. In
, some countries th~y have actually started .social revolutions. Furthermbre many of YOl~r lesser s(};ocalled sci~
entists"are just a~ dogmatic and as intOlerant of a difference of. opini~~ as was myoId professor of rhetoric.
Y'ou'll pardon me, for'losing my usual calm and detachment but I feel very strongly upon·this point.
.

I

I~

I
r

!
J

;

I
j
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'mu~t

:1

to~4hed

Figaro: You certainly
havJ been
to the qUiJ
on that issue, mon ami. IIi a recerlt: review of YOu~
essays, I gathered as much. '. You insrLat; then, on judgt
ment, assimilation, and independent hinking. - Man~
people think these are ultra -modern nceptions develr
oped by our own leaders in educati . In' fact, the3t
almost confessed as much. . .
,
Montaigne: Men are always willing to onfess their own
greatness and originality. qn thisal men are more o~
,less human~ ,No one who ever really s udied the historyr
of education could possibly [believe at such concepJ]
tions are modern.
.
"- ,
'I
Figaro: What, in your opinion, would b~s help the studen .
to develop his judgment?
' ",
.Montaigne: Enc~urage him to, !jub -elbo s with -real life.
Allow him to mix and mingle! with all inds and classes
of men. Foreign 'travel is excellent or this develop-l

f

II

)
\

",

m~L

I

,

Figaro: And you advocated that;four hU~dred years ago?
I thought that was another of -our m st modern" ideas.
We in America talk much of Icosmope itanism, internationalism,. and are probably the world's greatest tourI
ists. Do you realize that? ~
Montaigne: Precisely. You are the world's greatest tourists. And therein lies one of yqur .gre#est weaknesses.
You don't really travel, you !tour. All the touring on
earth will never make a citizen of t I.~ world. Mter
such sight-seeing trips are over, your average citizen's
world is 'stHI limited to the length 'f his' nose. . He'
remains like the poor devil in the hai 'storm, who, be-I
cause his own head is being pelted, hinks the whole
world is in'a tempest of hail.'
Figaro: And would you have your stude t study foreigD
languages?
Montaigne: By all means'. nut be sure an connect his lant: guage study with life and literature.
our foreign lan-

....
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many cases it isl a farce. You don't. begin early enough'.
I
I would have the student begin his study of languages
in his early years. If he does not form language habits 1",1
early, his tongu~ wili be no longer supple enough..You
may teach a grandfather
to. read Greek,
but .you'll
never'
t
",!
_.
. '
',.
teach" him to s' eak a modern foreign language. As'
the nations of t ,e world come closer and clo~er togetli-er c'
in every field 0; human endeavor, even you in isola~ed
America will, ~e' forced -to learn a few foreign' to~~es.! .' "'I
You will no 10 ' er be able ito say "by" God, we speak
English or we ' Qn't talk." You have a lotto learn in
this respect. A few of U,S forei,gners had a good l~ugh
~
even in gloomy,. urgatorr when you stopped the swdy _ ~
of Germ~n in .' 'YVorldWar . with German~. If, ~ou
j
ev~r needed to s, udy German It was at that tIme. With
. Ii
the years you w,i 1 outgrow s~ch foolish prejudices. I ', I
Figaro: Then you " n't believe in sight-see~ng tours,rnd ':
silly, smattering of foreign languages?' :'
.'
Montaigne: I have ·,0 objections:to seeing the ~ights oflthe
.~
· world, if the ~i. ht-seeing, 'be .~ccompanied,'".bY ~naer- ~I
'standing. You \-:,average student in his r
rubbereck
.
'
bus is a plague. \ The foreigner laughs at him whil he
: 1,
fleeces him of : is Amerie~ fiold. The poor d viI
Lt
makes Franc~'i <three we~k~-ikiPS through the La vre
I
in thirty~five ,mi· utes~.tJpnks that the onl~ jus ification for the p~ovihces IdlY" supply the Win,e whic he
"
"
sips in a Paris ~afe.
Figa~o: My dear ~:onsieur MOri:taigIie~ may I say th t I
" think you' are e" tirely too ~severe in your ~riticis of
the tourist, and :even a bit.d(;)gmatic. But back to ur
in~erview on ed~ca~ion. W~t is your opinion on he
question .'of the '~ducation of ~the
body, physical ed ca::
tion w~ call it in our ''inodern and original mann r '!
Have you any s4ggestion on tpat subject? .
1
t

I,

~

!

I

1

i

.

1

~

i

!
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~~~ne of my-;avorite sixte~th century essay.s

I stated that to train the mind and eglect the body is
a crime. StrQng muscles and a gt' brain ,should go
hand in hand. My exact words i French were lartd
still are ecCe n'est pas assez de lui oidir I'~me; il Ihi
'I
.
. faut aussi roidir les muscles." .
y
Figaro: Then you actually advocated a system of Ph . sic~l
education four centuries ago.' To think that such Ia l
modern idea was original with. yo . 'In America We
have, thous~nds of supervisors, otganizers, coachJ~,
and hundreds of different games...
' I,
M ontaigne: Mon ami, you err' greatly n attributing th~t
idea to me. I should like to accept he compliment arid
the honor, but the memory of the Spartans and the
Athenians deters me. Yes, Y01.Ld exceedingly w~1I
, witp your games in ~medca, but yo sometimes forgft
to enjoy the game in your passio for organization,
and you often haye more coaching. han genuine plaring. You have made what you cal in slang a racket
out of certain of your best games.
'
I
Figaro: Then you would keep more of he play element fn
'the development' of the body. We are most certainly
stressing that idea in ~merica to ay. Now if Ig~t
you straight, mon cher M:ontaigne,you would deveI ,p
the whole man in any sys~em of e ucation" neglecti g
no part of the student's mental andtPhYSiCal make u I?
Am I correct in my deducti9n?'
; M ontaigne: Most correct you are. To eglect to train t e
whole man is to produce a pedant 0 a pack horse. T
much theQrizing and ~ot enough ction will produ ' e
your proverbial book-worm. In my now famous tow library in France I wrote long, I ng ~go "Nous
cherchons ici de former un ,gram arien ou Iogicie,
mais un gentil homme." The, te her should not .',
judged by the size of' his li,brary but by the depth of his
knowledge of life.,

"

j

I

4

I

t

,
\.

I

\
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Figaro.: . Then, my dear Mont\l,iiggne, you still insist on a
cl~ser connection b~~ween ~ucation and I~fe?
M onta~gne: I most certinnly do. Allow me to repeat, mon
. ami, that "l'example de la ~e vaut tous les livre~." The
youth Diust
be made to realize that he'is really livi gat
.
the same time that he is being educated, and that' e -is
being edue,.ated lor a fUlle~ and better life to'be ived.
right here on this earth. Jtny, insistence on know edge
other than as a means to ~~ch an end will continpe to
result in the turning out ot;"a,nes Ch,argeS de, Iivr~" in
your free American spee
"jackasses loaded <lIown
.
with text books." . Thus yO\l have the gist of my I pinions on: education.
. l. .
-~
..
Figaro : That is all very well. ;"But we of America c nnot
help but remember that in' he flesh you were a obleman, my friend, and knew fothing democracy, ~ass
, education, and especially qo-education. Any opinion
on these?
~t;
'.
Montaigne: You are ullkind in: saying I ~ nothi g Of,
democracy. You will a~i 'that a sojourn of four ~en
turies ~n Purgatory has gijen me paus~ to think In
all of that ti'me, I h~ve lutt:h6,ed but little on t~at q.ues~
. tion. Your other two p~ositions are bound up in
democracy:. In the meantfr1e I shall be careful· to ~eep
an open mind on your quest.on of democracy and ~ass
educ~~ion. At present you :will a~t that thing~ .do
not look so favorable to the' use. Some day you lrnay
prove me wrong, que sais-j'? Please believe me,li: my
friend, that in so far as I b~ieYe anything, I beIie,e in
the principles of true educa~on,' and in the democ~~y
. of open minds.
,~
,, ~
Figaro: I In clQ~ing this interv~ew, my. dear Montai e,
allow me to thank you for jgiving me this time, '~nd
to eXRress to you my compI" ents o~ such ~eat 01ginality shown by you four ;ndred years ago.
..
~

or

<}

r

H
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1

~a;don me, my youn; frien~I, I ~OUld not 'bI

that

rude, but you are'l!uite presumptuous in assum.ing
you, a young professor, can ~ven rec gnize an original
mind. All that l wrote I,e.ither. borror:ed or stole fronl
the ancients. I am not original. N~thing is original
but ignorance. I ~similated what I morrowed·or stol~
and merely sought to connect it,· in some ~ay witH
life. "L'example de la vie vaut ...." I
'.: \
'With this the ghost of Montaigne fadt,d'aWay,:an$1he,
shade of the shrewd little Frenchman to~k its place--"once
more with the immortals in the front rotH of Purgatory ~
Figaro, the young professor, heard a sudden ringin~ in hi~
ears, picked up and armful of texts and 1rushed to class~
smiling to himself and feeling m'ore than~ver like an '.'an~
charge de livresY
I :
!

I

\

\
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.-Body/and Soul
By M.AVD

;

~. fS~H~LD

In.scrutably thIS bOd~ler. s desI.re
points through reason
.
a trail
. ~
.
vivid and unfollowabIe as lightning.

,

r.

1

How unfathomable
this affinity qf intarlgi~les,
this unrelenting cons1ncy
of flesh to mind.
:

~

.

~i

.

~

'

Here is no conformitY, l
save the conformity th t barbed ripples
;
widening on 'water,
Widem.·.ng to obl.ivion, I:
'
. potentIally retaIn. .;,

Hail and Faltewell

\

By MAUD E. JSCHoLD O
"
A gate swung idly open on w¥stling hinges,
,
<0
Flapped shut and ~ swung aga~,
. As 'wind whm~d bleakly at t : alley edges;
Nuzzling ther ~w-born rain. ;.
.

£\

"f<

\

-I'

•

To its motl;le*'s breast, a wh· l eriJ,lg new-born b~by .
"
Pressed its small hungry mou. , :
. Not ~nowing\sh~'d ~own far~hler. than far-off "fMges
Of WddgeeSi wmgmg south. \ .

I-V

,
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~
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Tea
By DOROTHY HOGNER
HERE being nothing more to say the yellow sponge cake
was sliced (with precision, showing a gre~t wall of
yellow fluff. There was nothing to prevent her from com~ ·
ing through the door, nothing to prevent ller from spreading
her sponge-like body in the big chair.. by the fire. She ;,has
come now for a half hour--I shall time it--she will.open
. the windows of her neighbors' houses and with a flourish, a
wave of the hand that wears the ring of emerald green,
look into their rooms. In the amber lights of the tea hour
she will sp~ead her thin words. Cream please. ". Jane was
seen in the company of Mr. Rand on the four:f rty train to
-New York. The words slink out over the te cups.' The
. amber liquid stirs. Mr. Rand you know i~egaged -to that"
:r sweet Miss Young. Poor- thing. The wed8i g cake is stale.j
Ring out ye bells. And in the afternoOJr' thevewas some
thought of asking Mr. Bent to resign from the bo~rd of
directors. Leeches live in fresh water brooks and feed on
-fishes. ' Mrs. Ranier is right. Dark grave. She will go to
the funeral 'Of Miss Green. ~oor M~Y."" She was nice when
Aunt Sarah died. Drums. They are-coming in procession.
People cannot die without applause to cover ~he oblivion
with a sense of decency. Hands of applausefrpm the gallery. The first dirt is thrown on the coffin" and now the
-I
yellow sponge cake is being cut with precision. _ The knife
comes down. She will 'stay for tea.

T

I

.
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Another New ~xic~ Versjon ~ tb:e Tar-Baby Sto'
.
.. Ify AURELIO M.. E~INOSA
.

J

1
j
.

Volume I, il~ !85-~04, of tiu~~urnai ~ published a f~t
of thg, !l1ost ~w.portJmt types
versIons of the TarBaby Story thus far found in New ~~ico, both among t~le
Spanish New Md,icans and amon.lll.the PUilb.10 Indians. !.I
also gave a -brief toutline of my stpdY on ~e origins a (I
qiffusioh of this ~e in India, Euro~e, Africa and Americ,,.
and of the conclu$ions reached by ~me with respect to i I ~
India origins, as p~blishedin.theJournal of American Fol ~f
lore, XLIII, 129:'20,9. The New M¥co versionsli~e thos
of ~J>anis.h Amerit.i a 'generally are pf. Hispanic origi~ a~ '.1.
ultimately of Indi$. origin, although as the tale has been
tra.nsmitted {ro,m ~ountJ:'Y to. countfyacr~s the centuriers
the actual versions! found all over
world today show th .r.
special characteristics developed in leach particular regio ,
l
, ?r coun~~ !.n addi~.ion to the baustet'n or heart of the ori il..
Inal, prImItive forIJjl.
'l "
i '
Among the Ne}v Mexico Pueblo· ndians the tale is qUitt"
common. The gen~ral type is well kown, the type that i! ,
near the ba~stein'a~d known in Indilk, Africa and AmeriC~:
.-The. Pueblo Indians. of Taos, howev~.r, have special for I
in the type of versijons where the ra~bit ter being caugh'}
.~ the usual IashioJ;1 with a tar-bab~ a
killed and cook;,
~and. being served ~ eat comes to li¥. gain.. This type 0l~'
version from Taos was first found bf . r. Elsie Clews Par!
sons, one of whose! versions I publi~hed in the Journal 0
American Folk-lorei and in this jourJal in the articles abov, .
mention~ 'is 'the type of traditio;nal ~le that show~ ~ decidi
edly vigorous ,local \influence, an enttrely new and extraori
dinary elemen~ havijng"been ,added, aJd one that is definitelYlfIndian. Of this I a'in fairly certain in view of the "fact thad
I have found Indiaft folk-tales' trom. ~an Ildefonso and S!1 l
Juan that have the episode of the a ,mal tha,t comes to Iif ,
again~ when the soup is spilled on th \floor.
'.
i·
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Recently I have collected anotheJ; type of Pu blo Indian'
Tar-Baby Story, an extraordinary type also, ana one that'is
exceedingly rare, but curiously enough it is not an Indian
" type. In fact the newly found version is so mu h like the
first Tar-Baby ~tory to be found, in II!odern ti ition, the
Lithuanian tale of Schleicher, discussed by ~e i .my Ion&article in the Journal of American Folk-Lore; th t I believe
it is another European type. If I am right in th s assumption we have another argument for the Euro ean-In,dia
origin of the various tYl>es of this tale that are fo nd today
in Spanish America and, among the Indians w~e Spanish
tradition is strong. The vigor of Spanish tr ition in
Pueblo Indian culture has been eloquently manife ted to m~
in a recent trip to New Mexico when I discovered that even
the traditional Spanish ballads are recited and su g by tpe
Pueblo Indians of today. Specifically,. six versio of th;ree
different traditional ballads of the Spain of the X Ith century were found in the Pueblos of Isleta, Santa ara, and
San Juan.
The new Pueblo Indian version of the Tar-B by Story
was found at t~e Laguna Pueblo of Paguate. It w s t6ld in
Laguna speech by Mariana Lenti and translated \into English for me by heil" nephew, Edward Pradt. This ersion is
to be published in the near future in a birge colI ction of
Pueblo Indian tales found DY me in New Mexico. In view
of its special, interest to readers of the NEW MEXI 0 QUA&TER~Y and to show the type of extraordinary surpr ses that
one may meet with in the search for folklore in Ne Mexico,
I beg to publish the version below.

I

I

I

.

Fox (maBckaJ and Rabbit (get) were friends.
they wandered 'off to the hills looking for food. S
, came to a pinon tree and Rabbit said, "There is
pitch on this pinon tree. I am going to' gather it."
are you going to do with it?" s~id ,Fox. "Just wait,'
Rabbit. "I know what I am going to d.o with it.'"
gathered all the pitch from the pinon tree into a Ii
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Fox wondered what he was going to1dO. Fox-stood
and looked on. , R~bbit said he wa~ ~,Ohig to,' make gl?ve~
for Fox to play wIth. 'Fox laughed. f; "Come here, fnendi
Fox," Rabbit said... He put:pitch all oyer her hands. "Thosq
are the gloves," sa~d RabbIt. Fox lapghed,"What shall ~
do now?" said Fox. And Fox laughed.
1'
. Rabbit then tdok Fox to, the pin~h tree. It was ther~ i
the pinon tree. '"Now hit the pi:fi:6.n ttree with your righ~
hand," Rabbit said. He told Fox to I1lit hard,. Fox hit th~
p~~on, tree as hard .as she coul.d: : T~,.e hand stuck to th~
pInon tree. Fox tned'to pull It off ~ut couldn't. "Wha~
shall I do now?" Fox asked. Rabbit laughed and said, "Hiii
. the pinon tree with your other hahd." ~abDit said this. "Youj ,
must hit 'very hard," Rabbit ~aid. Fo~ hit the tree '!~th he~ A
other hand. It got stuck. Foot Was c,ught by both handsJ
Rabbit began to Jaugh. Fox did pot laugh now. Fo·'
was angry. "What shall I do nqw?" ,F~x said. Fox tried
~

j < ' ,

,
~

i

.

!
~

the pinon tree. ".1 tell you what I think I ust do," said
Rabbit. I must put gloves on your fee, So ou can kick th~
pinon tree.!' lJ,abbit went~and got som'. pitch and put it all
over Fox's feet. ' "Now you give the P:~ on ree a kick wit~
your right foot," Rabbit said. IHe t J ox to hit hard~
And Fox hit th~pin6.n tree as hard as.: e could., ,Her foo~
stuck. "My foot is stuck also'''1 ,said ,~fox. "Well hit thd '
pinon tree with your other foot," said ]Jlabbit.' Fox hit th~
tree with the othe~ foot. ~~x hit very.Ita,rd. The other foo,
stuck also. RabbIt laughtE and laughfd. . There Fox wa~
stuc~. to the pinon ~ tree. R~bbit left ~er there and wen~
away laughing.
,f I
After a while Rabbit felt sorry hd.' came back. H~~ \k,
came back there where Fox was stUCk, t~ the pinon tree. H,' ,
told Fox he was going to help her. But he saw that he coul'
. net free her. '~I will. go an~ look f~r~help," s~i<i Rabbit, \
WIth a WOOd~ ."
• Hk went away Lor a lIttle while and re1iprned
g
. rat (tsena). The rat said he knew hoJV to free Fox. H
g~t some animal fat and ch~wed it. Th@.rt he put it on Fox'~

'J' ,

~;

I

ii,

f·

~

;
\
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• feet and rubbed it. The pitch got l&se and Fox came off. All.
agreed to be very good friends.
'
But Foxwanrted fo get even with Rabbit. Fo asked
Rabbit if he liked cheese.' Rabbit said he did. Th y went
east to a lake. The'moon appeared on the lake. " 0 you
see that cheese in the· water?" Fox said. "Indeed I do,"
Rabbit replied. "You must go in and get it," F x said.
"But don't go in yet. Wait till I count to four. T en you I
can jump and get it." This ,Fox said to R~bbit. Fox cpunted,
"lshk, dwooe, chemi" dyana," and Rabbit jumped t·'to the
lake. He found nothing. He could not get out o~ thwa~r.
He nearly drowned. Fox started to run· along the ' ge of
the lake, wondering how she could get Rabbit out~ there a
chipmunk (kayama) appeared. Fox asked Chip nk to
help her get R~bbit out of the lake. They looked all round.
They didn't see Rabbit anywhere. They wondered where
Rabbit was.
On top of some, willows they saw a mocking-bird
(8padyi). The mocking-bird was singi~g. Chipm k understood the song. The mocking-bird was saying t t Rabbit was out of the lake, that Rab1?it was safe. F x and'
Chipmunk then went to the foresft? to gather acorns. When
they had gathered. many acorns they parted.
I

'"

IIi this' extraordinary Pueblo In(jian' version t' e fox
gets stuck graduaDy to the pinon tree up0l! 'advice fr m the
rabbit. In exactly the same manner, the witch of the Lithuanian version of Schleicher gets' stuck gradually 0 the
tarred-horse on the advice ~ one of the brothers of nutte
whom the witch has carried away.. The similarity of the
bnustein in both versions is so rema.rkable that we naturally think of European origin through Spanish, v sions. ,.
The influence of Spanish tradition on the Pueblo ndia:n
culture of New Mexico being so strong w& can I,hard suppose here independent development. The general I, etting
of the actual Tar-Baby ba.ustein in the series of Rap it and
Coyote incidents of the cpeese taken for the moo 'I etc.,
I
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is quite conllhonplac in the AmeriCjn ~panish versions. ~
" For theactu~l version in question, howbver; we have no i
exact pkrallel from! Spain or Spanish.Amqiea. This simply
~eans that it \has not yet been found in ~panish tradition.·r
, The general type as documen~ in theJ beautiful similar
version from Lithuania was undoubted~ well known in ~.ti
. Europe, and throqgn.Spain,I ~b~Iieve it~came ,to ;;,Spanish
.'America, 'there it, appears now among, t~e Indians of Pa- i·
guate., Tradition, is ve~ caprici9us. V~sions ,re transmitted ,nd then forgo~eri at hom.Ii, but-aslwe inve~tigate vy-e .'
find from time to time the versions 'l¢t along the path.
. Paguate, is on the path of 'ISpanish-EuroPe-India tradition
an~ has' here yielded a traditi(>I~al versLi~· Anothe: ~on- t
SpICUOUS example, and one that IS found l~n a very sImIlar
form.' in modern peninsular. Spanish tram.tion, is the T~r.,'Bab1r Story from Taos published by Eli*abeth Willis ~- !
, Hum' in 'Tayt-ays Tales, .6V·64. IIi thisJtale Coyote gets
stuck to a ta~-ba~y on the
of ~ s~gand ~.~lls into
the J water wIth It. In an 'AstUrIan ~.le publIshed by ~
Aqrelio Llano de~. Ampudias,' Cuentos ~s ;u~nos, number
18~, a man figpts In the same manner WIt Ra ~r-'baby near
. t~. sea and is carried away by the waves. ~
.
Ne"1 Mexico, then. has given us{fopr' ~tr~ordi~ary
t eS'of the Tar-Baby story: the regijl~ ~lPamsh-AmerIlan
t pe that has the baustein and in addition the episode of the
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with the extraor . ary coming to life agai" of the dead and i
cooked r~.bbit; thoe· AstlJ.~l'an' t.ype of thel
i falling' into. the I. \ ~
water of the ~nima or person lcaught by: a tar-baby; and
lastly the: Paguate version of the'stickin' fast on advise ~
from another one, the ,Lithuanian type. ~f these' four the 11li
'first is found in the regular Spanish tradi$.onof New Mex-.' ' ..
ico, the other three are from the Pueblo Indians. But of t
the three Pueblo Indian version~' only one'tthe Taos version! '.
of Dr. Parsons, 'has features that are speci ~ cally Indian and J."
recently developed. The other two cor: espond to weII~ I

. .'
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known European types, and are apparently· of &panish-:
European source with nb special, new.features. The Taos
version of Dr. Parsons, however, has inherited fro Spanish-European traditi~ baustein.
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Telfair Hendon·
1904-1933

I.
f
I

HENDON, who was assistant editor of this mag- .t,
, . azine, gave up life and 'the labors in(!umbent'upon it on
January 17, 1933. Never a. strong ~oy or man, he yielded '.
to every enterprise with which he was 'associated more of
the precious vitality of survival than was just. His un- i
stinted labor and the· fine intelligence directing, it had!'
brought rewards in many fields-.. A sueeessfb.l teacher, ~ a •.
llOmpetent pr~ducer .of pl~Ys.) conscientious' scholar,
"Duke" saw hIS handIwork ,In the progress and esteem of i·
his students,. ~he reputation of his players and their playing, the confidence of his colleagues. To THE NEW MEXICO I'
. QUARTERLY, he has contributed 'a pumber of poems and I"~
more of his interest and labor 'than his friend, the editor, , '
in view of the toll it may have exacted, likes to acknowledge. a
As a young man whose impulses were ever gentlemanly and
whose ?eart bore more OF t~e burde~s of others than .of his I.
own, hIS death leaves nothing but resp~ct and affectIon as \
companions to the sorrow of those who knew him.
~
!'
'
e
.
T. M. PEARCE~
1
OELFAIR
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:Qook Reviews
The West is Still Wild-Harry Carr-'Houghton ,Mifllin-$ .50.

No one who has read Harry Carr's Old Moth~. Me*q
will fail to regard with interest -any subsequent book by ,
him. But The West is Still Wild has an interest qu te apart
from any excited by the anticipation of good readi g, for in
it Mr. Carr has made an entire,ly charming book ou~ of pr,ac- \'
tically nothing rat all, and this, in ,a region whic , as Mr.
Carr himself admits, nobody can visit without w nting to l
write about it, is an achievement. Everyone ad~its that:
there is plenty of book material in the west, still full of the'i
.color and zest of adventure, material requiring to be labor- '
iously assembled and sorted. ' But that Mr. Carr had been '
able to scoop it lightly off the surfaces ,of a some I hat hurried journey acr~~s that country, demands a certai inquiry
'
into his m~thod and endo~~ellt.
To begin with, Mr. Carr has the' feeling for
the sort of people who imore than any other ke their
color from the soil and their saltines~ from its£casions~'
He has, it is evident, no theory about Folkness, a d no pretence. So he picks up Adelche from the bar of a ti y borde~
town and Dees-O-Hay frbm the nearest Apach~ amp and
lets them shine across his pages and depart, and in identally
in the case of Dees-O-Hay, he contrives to secure rom him
the most significant and least explored item left from the
history of Apache scouts~i Mr. Carr is iiI error in upposing
that what Dees-O-Ha~ tells hi~ about the. spiri ual technique of Apache scouting has not been knQwn before to
White men. I've known it a long time, but Mr. arr wfth
his 'acute perception ~f what is fresh ~n the d y's news,
,gets around to publishing it first. So Mr.C rr strolls "across the west picking up little nuggets of hum~n interest
from ,Indians, Mexicans, motor ~ramps, Old-t,i,mrs, all of !
them new and fresh, none of them over elaborat d or over
dramatized. Incredible as "it may seem, he mana es even to
find fresh items about the California Missions. That the
I

~

"

•

. [38]
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method haS its limitations is evid~nt when the author ar:
rives at Santa Fe and Taos, where though he notes the pertbiacity with whleh history lingers in the air there, ~e Ufts
no more than the dust of it, and fails to penetrate to the
constructive layers. His distr:action .with the eccentricities
of the present artist invasion somehow takes him -down La
Bajada~ Hill to get to Puye and the. f'wild frenzies" of a
Santa Clara Corn Dance; 'and so to Taos where he mi~ses
more romance than he finds.' He is a little mixed between
the Navahoes and the Hopis, but the st~m of Folk incident never fails of freshness and the skillful etcher's hand.
Whether his incidents are true or not, th~y are always :convineing. And here is the hint that the aspir~nt.for lit~ralJT""
success can take fr0m Harry Carr; he Wastes
np effQrt in
.
piling up evidence to the truth of his in¢ident. J~He ties it
into the actuality of the scene by the thr~ad of his own belief, and so doing brings it so near the I~ctuality that the
i.
mere matter of incidental veracity doesn'~ count.
Mr. Carr has been particularly fort~nate in his illusttator, Charles Owen, whose marginal sk~tches lack nothing
of tid~lity or the <iuality of artistic appeal.
'
~

I

I

,I
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MARY AUSTJN

"~

De~

Alcohol and Man-Haven Emerson, M.D.,
Lamar Institute of
Public Health, Columbia University, six ,s8ociate editors and
fif~en other contributors-The Macmillan <tmpany,1932-$3.60.

The' first paragraph in the prefac~ says, "The editorial
group responsible for this volume, in "~ollaboration with
sciences,, found
colleagues in the medical and associatdd
I'
themselves in h~arty agreement to t4e~effect tJtat e~ueation in the basic facts, about alcohol'was essential
to the best
I"
interests of modern man and' his s~ial organization,
.whether or not l~slation was..-to be a ~permanent factor-:
in determining the extent
to which• comm~rce
in' alcohol was
"
II
to be permitted. The several 'authors and editors have been
scrupulous in avoiding· 'pro' and 'an~i,' 'wet' or 'dry"
implications, believing
as we do~ th~t all jersons,
even thOse
.
j .
5
;~
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often inflqenced by social customs, religious ob er-vances,'
emotional, traditional and political arguments, a d possibly
prejudiced, will in rational periods of the fight pay atten- .
tion to evidence.",
.
To the mind of the reviewer any person who has ~n
interest in the subject should read this book. Th~ugh technical in places, it is written for the ·layman. A/condensed
review can Qe no more satisfactory, or more ace rate, than
a description of a party convention boiled down to a sho~
telegram.
..
The book was written by men long aceusto d to looking at facts, and from the facts drawing only onclusions
clearly indicated by them. It will, of course, e read by
partisans. The "Wets"may find considerable atisfaction
in the first half of the book-little in the second Partisan
"Drys" may wish .to read the various. chapters in the reverse order, of their appearance. Dispassiona e thInkers
will not wish to miss any of the book. Th~ scientist is filled
with admiration for ~he accurate data which have b~Em .
so carefully collected. He likes the superb bibliography. He
cannot fail to be extremely interested
in the
corl'elation
be,
.'
'
I
tween the alcoholic content of the blood, .uri,e and the
brain, and the various physiological. and psycho~ogical conditions of those who partake in varying quantiti s.
At the end of nearly every chapter ,there is summary,
and from these summaries this review has een largely
composed. Alcohol in small doses may act as stimulant
on certain tissue; however, on the 'brain alcoh in ali con, centrations is a depressant. ~{ter takingalcphol, errors
appear in precision work and physical efficie1itey is dimin'ished. It is mostly oxidized and furnishes enerh for work.
It does not change for better or 'worse the u iliiation of
foodstuffs,
though in small doses it may stimul te the . appe- .
.
tite. It ~ves a feeling of warmth but act ally causes
greater loss of heat from the body. The coni ntratiop'in
the blood is greater when alcohol is taken on an empty stom-

I.

I

.
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ach than when it is taken after eating, ahld is
ater at sea
level than in high 'altitudes. With la ~ do s, the' greater
the dilution of alcohol :taken the ess thb maximum concentration attained in the blood. Alcohol Js consumed mainly
for its narcotizing effect on the brain.ll Even in comparatively small doses the _drinker i~ releas~ll from social obligations' and self criticism, entertaining a feeling of well
being. _Alcohol is tQ be avoided wherevfer acuteness of per-ception and speed or execution are required, for example as
in driving an automobile. However, ~~the impairment of
judgment also brings release from urg~nt requirements of
modern life and therefore may bean a* in attaining relax- ,
. a t Ion.
, . ' ~ The above are w()rds of th~ authors. Then fo!low the
studies 9f the pharmacologist, taking ~ absorption, dls~ri
b,ution, ,0~,idation, eXCl1',:etion, the eff~ea alCQhol on tiaauea
in genei:al, the.skin, the digestive' yst~m, the-nervous system, on respiration, on voluntary. ~Fles, the .circulation,
the heart and tqe blood vessels, the hVfr and ki~neys. Its
pathology is given. iConclud,ing thei, studie~ on ~ealthy
persons the authors say, "The effects of moderate doses of
alcohol on the norm~l human ilidividual may' be brieflysummarized by ,stating that it depress~s the higher centers
of the .brain. From' a truly pharmabological standpoint,
alcohol as a rug has no appreciable t~cti~n on any other
tissue or organs of the body. The h~~itual use of alcohol
in moderate ~mount~ by the normal·'uman adult!appears
to be without any"p~rman~nt organi~ffec~ dele~rious -in
cha~acter." ,All. the extel}~lve a~d carefully conducted experimental studies on the Influence of~ alcohol on the germ
cells and de\l'eloping embryos of, ma~mals would seem" to
indicate that Ithe surviving stock is no,~ ~ecidedly inj~rea by·
treatments.'"
':
.
Dr. Emil Bogen: Pathologist; Oli[~e' View Sanatorium,
?alifornia, _begins, his 26 page chapte~,' on the "Human: ToxIcology of Alcohol," "No other pOl, on causes. so many
~
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d~thS or leads to or intensifies so many disea1es. both phy_.

sical and mental, as does alcohoL" No Pleas~j~ picture his
-but accurate. The only illustration in the ook falls in
his chapter. It -shows seven stages of intoxi tion corre.. lated with the milligra~s of alcohol ip one eu .c centimeter
of urine.
The chapter on the therapeutic use of al ohol ends, in
part, "As therapeutic argents alcoholic beverag s have had a
place' in rendering more comforfable and pea eful the disturbances of chronic disease and old age. S etimes it is
useful to increase appetite. Beyond this there are very few
conditions needing alcohol and alcoholic be rages." Its
effect in building up resistance to infection closes, "'It is
justifiable to conclude that there can be fittl or no direct
effect. No specific protective benefit- is con~erred by the
use of alcohol under aAy condition, nor is anlv. specific liability to any particular disease ~mpaired/'
The chapter on the "Pathojogy of Acute and Chronic
Alcoholism" shows details the layman seldom eard ~f, and,
in part, concludes, "The main damage causrd by ,:alcohol
'"' is to the c.entral nervous system." "There is no indication
that alcohol beverages of. good qUalit,y, in Whirh the alc,ohol
is of low concentration, or at le'ast suitably diluted when
taken, and if taken in moderate amounts in proper r~la
tion to food and at sufficiently long interval" does bodily
harm. If it were not for Ute machine age the(alcohol problem would simmer down to one of abuse an~ moderation.
e proper use
No one of intelligence can defend its abu~e.
~I will always be a matter of persistent .educati n."
The psychologist has his turn:
~, "Crosspatch, draw the latch, Sit by the fire a d -spin;
Take a cup and drink it up And call the neig bors in."
p

....
I.

I)
~;

•

i

~

'if.

,The psychologist says" "This nursery r yme: tells t~e
open secret about alcohol: it abolishes fi.lenta tension, disguises difficulties,' changes the mood from a disagreeable,
self-centered state to sociable friendliness." A full page .
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table of correlation of toxic sym~tOmJ
the alcohol in a i
cubic centimeiter of blood is mbst in~resting... Extensive' I.
psychological itests showing loss of aqcuracy and efficiency I
are. reviewed. Auto traffic problem~\ are discussed. The i:.
late Dr. Miinsterberg of Harvard gites the psycholo~st'8 !
praise of the value of a glass of wine at dinner, after a day's I:
work. Unfortunately the ~ha~ter is ~bt summarized~ . I:
Following the psychologist, the I~ psychiatrist has his I:·
. say, and he minces no words, and ,says pittle tliat upholds the
use of~lcohol as ~oci~ty has used it:'f Alcoholic ~missions '
to Bellevue HospItal In New York hfd a peak In 1910 of
1,1,389; a lesser one of 9,210 in 1917, ~nd a third of 8,769 in
1930. "The question is whether the ~inor and major injuries and losses in which alcohol is ~tfhe controllable factor
count for e;nough to outrange the utilp and'service it may
be claimed to offer under more or .l~s definable circum.
~
stances."
. ~ .
Tables on the correlation of alcoh~lism with crime, tak- ~.
ing in those who are intemperate,teinperate and abstain- :'
Efuts, show decreasing crime as' abst~ence is approached.
On the other hand the figures from ~Berkeley, 'California,
show: the non-drinking group far exce~s the drinking- up~n
both
major ·andminor crimes.
This is an isolated city, but
,
, M '
its figures are for. the past two years* "There can be very
little question, however, as to the rel.tionship 'between the
ab~se of alcohol and minor criminal a~ts ~ and delinquen- i.
cies."
_
(
Concerning longevity we learn: 'trotal abstainers, who i
have always been so, are on the wh:le, longer .lived than!
non-abstainers. Moderate pJ!rs who ' uch it only occasion- ally and then in 'moderation, are pro :ably as long lived as
:total abstainers, provi4ed they alwafs maintain· moderate
habits in all phases of living. Those tho drink moderatelY,'
SflY, an averag~t of two glasses.. of ..feer or o~e ~lass of
whiskey per day-, have a higher mo~ity than the average,
partly due to .the percentage ~f the~l evehtually exceeding i.
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~l()se who dr~~i~nailY

to the point of intoxication or have a few p otraeted sprees
a year are distinctly shorter lived than the erage.".....,
.
"
.'
"Alcoholic mehtaf disease is', ·as a rule, the outcome of
prolonged excessive indulgenee in alcoh ic beverages."
Ad~ission~ to the N<ew York Civil State hospitals' were
; 533,354 and 579 in 1~10, 1918 and 1931.res~ectivelY.. .since
1922 there has been an increase in the incidence of alcoholic
mental disease in most sections of the co ntry. _"Alcohol
is the direct a~d principal eause of several pes of mental
disease."
.
f'..
In the United States the general .death rate since 1920
. has been mueh lower than before. It js ifficult to relate
.
). this fact to the. alcohol problem. Our consumption statistics
.l,i- do not exist. European countries have m!ade even better
cases the iJ!l: showings than the United States, and}n
~
provement somewhat parallels a decreasing- per capita con,
sumption of alcohol. In the past.)l.8 year~ 'death 'rates in
Massachusetts and New York haye been u!niformly higher
than in Maine, Kansas, Mississippi, and ISouth Carolina~
Figures for the United States and for the Metropolitan 'Life
, Insurance Company show a faU in the alc6hoJic death ra~ ,
to a minimum in 1920 and a rising death r!te for the year~
thereafter.
The book closes with a reference to Emerson's
article
I
.
in a 1927 number of the American Journal f Public Health,
in which 'he says, "Even though the. evidence in favor 'of
temperance and abstinence is not complete' ,br in all tispects,
accurate in the scientific sense, health officers and health
j
workers are justified by weight and the iljnplication of recorded facts, to use their powers of_education to reduce to
a minimum the use of beverage alcohol in their communities."
~.
f.,-t1.
•
In view of possible pending l~gjslation~ the result of the
vote of our citizens, those who vote should read the book.
'9' JOH~ D. CLARK..
, \
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The Fa, I • Y Circle-Andi'~ Mauroi8--"D. A leton and Company, -!i'ew~'
York42.50.,
i
~
I'!
<

· !le moral insecurity of our' t~Ple, shown in the qJbs- !;!
tionin~ of all behavior and intenti,n~ is reduced in The :' ;
Famu Circle, by An~re Maurois,
a pictur~ of the rest-:,'
less~e sand dGubt which besets Den~.e .Herpaln from early I'
~hildhqod~ The 'daughter of a weak ~nd preoccJJpied manu-I:
fa~tur~r and of a motherguilty of flap-ant infidelity, Denise\,
I
lives al lone child!tood and grows ujp with. a realization of~: e~
the in . Ices which become part· of~her small-town heri~l,
age.
ie~stic' in her first reactions; she seeks thro~g~out:, .
her bdrrdlng-school years to· recov~ ae- natural, spiritual;
innocence, but the g~ssip which spr~s about Mme. Herpain rEk,ches the school, ,an~ Deni~e ,nds her~elf a butt for,'
social :(!usapprdval. She graduates with high scholastic distinctio~, but vtithout friends; she is: ambi~ous at last for '
only material tlhings.. .
'
F6r a tilhe Denise lives with: her grandmother in,
Rouen, and there she becomes the m~stress of Jacques' Pel, letot, a ~ealt?y ~oung. man of good family: the in.stitution
of marriage IS distasteful to her af~"r her experlenc,es as ;
a child.'
Inl Paris, later, she meets Edlilcftd Holmann~ a Y,OU~g:· <,
man with all the sweetness of her fa1llh~s temper and' With
many f his w~aknesses. Denisema~ries Hoiman without' ,
·loving im, but finds her life compieling itself in her chil- !
dren ; e lives without thinki~g of t'e. future until the im- '
·petuou Managua forces her to bec,me his 'mistress; she
scarcel . resists his advances, realizin~ at last the weakness
which he has inherited from her mother.
.'
j
. Afjter a physical breakdown w~ch is almost fatal to '
her, D~nise finds consolation and stlilength in the forgive- I
ness of Iher hUSb.and. There follows t~.series of 'fi.nancialreverses, during which she accepts at l ast even the require- :
ments of life iIi a provincial town. ;"
. ',' .
:
. Or·ginal in style, if not in co~. ptions of character, :
The F, 'tiy Circle proves interesting .reading. In compari- !
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son with Voltaire, Byron, or Dis~li, it proves that M.
Maurois' heart lies first in the field.of biogr~phy. His novels
are matters of a second choice: constructed ~n a spirit of intelligent eclecticism,.they offer the readerl everything but
life.
..'.'. , i
'
•

,-"'"

I

ALjED CARTER..
l Houghton Mifflin,
Earth-Horizon, An Autobiography-Mary Austin:193~$4.00.
.
l

The critic is forever testing in hibself 1 literature
which gives satisf~ction and literature w~ch gives signifi.cance. Some literature manages to give both. Earth H or£zan is a book of this sort.
The satisfaction ~hich proceeds f;rom ivriting is drawn
~ro~ the tas~s in the-reader 8ti~ulated ~~~ fed by it. P~re
. JOY 111 the mInd comes from fillIng that In~~r chamber wIth
picture life of from carrying there anecd~tes~ ill; '\vhich the
reader can disengage himself from merc¥y _watching and I
take part. With this J~ort of satisfactio~ Earth Hprizon is
plentifully stored. Vivid and intelligent dra.wings of the
life energies born of the Mississippi river ~d expressed by
it in flotillas of freighting rafts and river ackets, in strings
of Indian can6eS laden with goods for ba r, in swarms.of
flies and mosquitoes, in the bending of slaves under the
overseer's lash, give'the background of fic on to the authentic family history of the first section of th book.
The story of Polly McAdams wearin the very tailpred
suit to the church which was to discipline her for having it
made is of the, same engrossing patter a.s the story of
Mary Hunter slapping the miserable,fau t-finding husband
into getting the doctor for' his 'wife labor ng to deliver him
Mary and to the
another unwanted child. So satisfying
reader are these descriptions of the Ulone~ring Mitddle !West
and old California and these stories of~the people in the
places that the
early days of both
.
, Ruth r becomes almost
more ~nter~ted in writing about other PfPle than in writ-

I ..
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abo~t hers<;lf.· :he autobiOgraPh~~ery nearly b~mes

short bIographies of hundreds of Am~rIcans. In fact, Mrs.
AU$tin temarks "All this Mary'busin$s is a -nuisance, hav·ng to stop and tell why she did things ~nd what she thought :
' bout them." ,An,,'d yet, though one cap Feasure satisfactions I','
I, n terms' of th~
vivid brush work she _employs in
painting. ;'
f ' ·
"
I the land of America, the wheeling 'sky above, the deep
rooted trees of the middle we~t, the de rt flowers nourished f'
by surface sweetness; ,and in term~ of he episodes rich with
human interest springing out of a·li,e sharred with 'others, "
still the book would not deserve the dtpesf l!ppreciation did I,.
it provoke only:'Satisfactions of thiss~Tt. More important is ,j
the significance which the author at14ches to the life of her iJ'
people and, humbly enough, to her o~n life as it. is symboli- ~
cal of anyone's life in such places and! circumstances.
',
The inner significance of the bJok
is- its index to the
'1J
community impulses of America in tfe MJd.~le West and in
CalifQrnia,. those' community impulses in many ways com-:
mo~ to an ~8.flier· A~erica on theJAt~antic '?~ast: P~ri-:'
tanIsfn and Its levellIng off of SOCI InequahtIes to gIveh
everyone a fresh and equal start in-. he race for prjvilege;!
the Abe Lincoln tradition of the rail' pUtter's chance to be-I/'
come p~esideIit; the pioneer resp~t , or the self-made manr
and yet the eminent place accorded ,be school 't¢acher andl'
,preacher and lecturer; the innate gqj>d taste in the Tenneg..:,
see bred mistress of the White Houde and in other womeD!
subjected to the new life- in the_ mid~le w~tern states; the '
moral attitudes which pilloried ~e ~misfit and the irregu,J,_
lars; the inflexible cleavage in familjr organization between
of the woman which'i
the affairs of the man and the affai~s
~
shut the wife from knowledge o~ tre busifless supportin~
the home and which sllut.. ~he husb,nd fr~ much of th~:
information about the household he was responsible for sup~;
porting; the unnatural importan'ce ~~corded mere wifehoo4
and the commiserating attitude tow3rd widows. The intel+
ligent and witty approach which M.s. Austin makes to sit+-
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him, does not lessen the emphasis hel placed upon thinking
oneself free from the unrealities ~o~ dogma and dictum.
. Thoreau stressed this same distrus~ of )he nicely boxed
produ~ts of reason handed on from geheration to generation,
like rose leaves or sachet clOseted within defined limits to
preserve their essence.. But like the ~ush that grows in'the,
'earth to bring the flower, so those wijo live will find within!
the circle of their own lives the authority for what they
. accept or rejeCt, for what they toler,te and intolerate, for .
what they worship and refuse. Whimnan broke through to .
such realities for himself 'and for a Rdrtion~of A'knerica with
himself. Mary Austin,too, has ,broken ground for new revelations of individualism, sympathy" and courage.
t
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like a good many other maga~ines, has had to cut its
size during this year of restricted budgets. One of the
articles announced for. February is for this reason
pU~hed forward until May. ~ The May QUARTERLY 'will
give its readers: :
I

I

:

-<

'"

"What I Saw in America" by~enri Wigny-Impre'ssions, of a European visitor in terms of our
cities, opr young people, our haste~ our hospitality, ou~ prohibition.
•

I

'"
"Hopi and Navajo" by Clyde Kluckhohn-Cultural and temperamental lines of cleavage between two well known Southwestern -Indian
groups."Th~ Kneeling Nun" by Alfred Carter-A new

\ version in poetry of a beautiful New Mexican
tradition associated with a picturesque pedicle
near' Silver City.
'
Stories, poetry, book rE1¥iews.
You can ~eceive The New. M~xico Quarterly annually now
for the subscription price of one dollar. Mail in the slip below
and become one of the group who enjoy this. magazine.
0
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, Contributors to This Issue
ERNA FERGUSSON has recently become known as an interpreter of the
Pueblo Dances of the Rio GraI\de' Valley through her book
Dancing Gods. But as a life-long resident of the S.outhwest soe is
a wise commentator on the ways of' life in its caminos and Main
Streets as well as in its pueblos. She has written for The American Mercury, Scribners, The Southwest' Re1Jiew.
Q

HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER is II young poet newly come to New Mexico. Her home is at Sandia Park.
MARIE HAMILTON BROWN is a New Mexico artist who has lived near
two of the well known pueblos of the state, Taos and Isleta. Her
preseni sketches are of the village in which she now makes her
home.
FRANCES HALL ir,t a teacher of E~glish in the >high school of Glendale,
California. Her verse has appeared in The North American Review,
The Midland, The English Journal and in two anthologies: "Best
Poems of 1932" and "University o~ Southern California Anthology."
ALFRED

iR an -instru('i:or in Enflish at the New Mexico Military
He has writtt'n of New Mexico and the Southwest in
both poetry and prose. The May QUARTBBLY will include his narrative poem "The Kneeling Nun" which is built about a legendary
figure shaped in the rock near Silver City, New Mexico.
CARTF.R

,

:

Insfitute~

•

. F. M. KERCHEVILLE, professor of modern languages.of the University of
New Mexico, has a humanistic conception of JJtudy and its .fruits.
He has written for The Modern I Language Journal, The Prairie
Schooner, The Southwest ..Review and upon topics illustrative of the
human interest side of language study.

E. USCHO~ is a native Illinoisan who has st~tlied'" commercial
art and is now engaged in newspaper work. During the last seven
years she has published verse in Poetry, The Midland, The Prairie
Schooner, Commonweal, Frontier, Bozan and in a number of
anthologies. Her latest verRe is experimental but! the work of a
mature artist.

MAUD

DOROTHY HOGNER lives with he~ artist hUsband on the ~sleta Road near
Alb,uquerque and Justifies her intere~t.in the wor~ she kn~ws by
writing about it.
~

AURELIO ESPINOSA, professor of Modern Romance Languages at Leltnd
Stanford Jr. University, supplements in this QU-t-RTERLY his previously published study of the tar-baby legend lin .New M~ieo
folk-!.9 re .
.
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y ERNA FERGUS~ON

B Hotel.

I

sat at ease on thelporch of the Gilkerson,
His ch ir, standing an ~ts hind legs, let his
head rest against t e wall,
and his iilted hat kept the sun
"
out ot his eyes. Y Boleslo was bu~y. Not the bUBy-ness
he reflected, ,of. the, ringo, this sillyIr1ning around, but'
busy-.ness wI~h the ,elld, w0rt?y ~f '"h~ so~ O,f ?' proud Ol~j
Spanish faml1y. IIje',was conslderln~ how It might be use
ful to him, this p~tion as interpreter for Judge Gyrus B
Meeks, an employment due to Bol~slo's reputation as ,
fighter .quite IlS mu4h IlS to his lluen. in English and span.~1
ish. ,Judge Meeks: late of Kansas, ~as a recent appointe,
to the bench. of th~,',,' Fifth Judicial Drstrict of the Territo3'
of New lVfexlco. He~ had heard the usual
tales of gun fights ,
~.
of men shot as thet walked into sal~ons a~d churches,e~e
o~ ~rough justlce a~ministered to juj:lges .who rendered~nJI
popu!ar decisions.~1 So when· he offeted young Boleslo A~ .
gon $7.00 a day as interpreter, tha~YOU~g man l1nders
.
th~t his h?nor wa .,~ a bod~ guar~ quite as muc~ as a 1i~r
gJ;llst.· With elabotate Spanlsh cou,'rtesy, he expressed hi
regrets. The,' jUd~. offered an addit,ional $3.00 a'day to.!
paid out of his OWD pocket. • . ' > : .
• .
.:
, I
"And my expenses," s~id Boleslo with a note of .finali "
"naturally my~ exp~nse~."
. ' .J.'
'
For three'daYls they had ddve, in a buckboard acro
country to Roswell where the jud'gf was to hold a term :
court. Once in a while Boleslo drew his gun to pot a jaclt·
rabbit, loping aloqg the road, 6r a ,oyote passing in a gr~
streak. Alw~yS h~ hit his.target,$ r,rassu~ing the jUdg~.· ~n
Ros~ell, the JUdg~ kept his body ~ua~ ~s close to him.
pOSSIble. Two beds in the same ir,;rh. Meals together f1
the hotel dining-room.' Judge Me ' did not drink. He did
not smoke. He did not gamble. aoleslo 'felt that he
earning his $10.00: a day. The jUd* was not inspiring coqi- '.
pany, but Boleslowas
establishing jhimself as 'a young. m~~
.
[ 3 ]~.
OLEsLO ARAGON
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knowing well the ways of a strange Wildl~oQ;ntry. AIl;lO
lost no opportumity to impres~ otners with hi~ intimacy wit
l
the judge. ~oleslo, like all Mexicans, a~qreciated ~he valu~
of personal Influence. Somehow must I~ come, hIS OPPOIttunity..
'
i \0' ~.
As Boleslo meditated, ,. two. men approached whom
had seen watching him 'wiijI the judge. I They 'were of a
type particularly offensive to Boleslo's Sp~nish taste.: lon~
and lean and slouching, chewing tobaccb, spitting freel~,
speaking in a drawl. "Tejailos!"
i
"Yo~'re Aragon, ain't .you?" said one of them. "You:rr
.: .. fairly solid with his honor, ain't you? Smjoke? Say lookee,
, ~ we're ~H.lrety on the bond Qf a Greaser-thrt is, a Mexi~an-I
na~ed Jose Barreras, used to work for ufo He's under i~
dictment for as~ault with intent to murdeJ He w,as a-wor~
in' on our rancl, and we went his bond. Now he's skippe~
back to Mexico., . . $5000.00! God, man, that'll about rui:h
us. And thatdamned Greaser-I mean t~at damned'Mex+
well, he won't eome back and stand triaU ~ Probably guilty

hr

I"

'.

I

h~~:ry

~~rd "Gre~ser"

as.
time the
sli+ed out, BClleslo:l
gray eyes grew colder and harder.. It.. was not important tt
him, he said, to help them in any way at ~ll. His influenc
~th. the judge was, o~ course, great. N ~t~,rallY somethin
mIght be d?ne ~bout It.. But: why,: ev~,. ~hy . the devil,'
. should he rIsk hIS stanfhng WIth the Judge, hiS high repu
tion for integrity for two men he had. n~ver seen before.
And all for nothing?
What, they iD:,quired, would :be his icilea of a .fair co
sideration for anYthing he might decid! do in their b ~
half?
.
Five hundred dollars was ~nally.a eed upon. Tha,
and their promise to sit still, ke'!p their ±louthS shut; wha ;
ever happened, and their shirts on.
'
Later, Boleslo took a stroll into the I wer part pf town,
Little Chihuahua. There it was easy e ough!-to. spot a

I.

I
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I

stranger and to draw him into conversation. Boleslo was
, n~w the patron. His gray. eyes were arrogant, and he ask~d
{. questions Iik~ a master.
'.
~
"From where, f~iend?" The same state of Mexico as
the man who had been indicted. .
.
.
"How do you calf yourself?" . Not Jose Barreras,b,t
no matter.
.
"You speak no English ?" No. "
"You have much need of moiley?" But, yes. Why not?
"$25.00 .in gold?, You could use that, no?" PueB, $i,
Benor. And yes, and yes, again.
. ;
. So Boleslo instructed the Mexican in the rudiments· OI
coun-room 'etiquette. He was to appear in court at ten
o'clock the next morning. Boleslo ~as to teadhim a pap~r, .
and then to say, "Culpa, Bin culpa?" ."Guilty,
or not guiltyP."
.
The Mexican was to answer, "Culpa.'>' After that, he w~' ·
to say only, "Si Benor." It was very simple. If all went w~U,
. he should receive the grand sum of :'25.00.' In gold.
Boleslo then called upon the district attorney, behiJ!ld
whose full beard and labored manner, he sensed a"va~y
. muddled mind. He approached with elabo~te pretense pf
secrecy.
i_
"His honor," he explained, "i~ very busy and he hlas
asked that I talk with you about oneJose Barreras. You
kn.ow him?" The-district attOrney remembered. "It isl a
case which has .interest for his honor. He wishes you. \to
know' that he will aecept a plea o~ guilty from this Barrer~
with a fine of $50..()0 and a jail sentence to be 'suspend~d
during· good behavior.- YQu see?' His honor wishes t"t
this matter, be atten,ded to at once, The jU,dge apprecia~s
'that you wish to hasten the business of this court. He •
mires your quickness. }You see? You bow. . ' 1 e
.
know.s..."
A little wondering at his honor's interest in so obscu e
a Mexican, but ftatteredby Boleslo:~ diplomacy, the, distr ct
attorney agreed to the plan: a plea: of guilty' from Jose ,B rr

l)

~

,

I

•

.

~
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•
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l

and a jail senWhen' the judge returned' from dinn~r with an ~mpor
,~
tant Roswell family, he found his .body guard tilted com,
. fortably back against the hotel walL' His hat lay on the
floor, a gently smoking cigarette. droopedfrom. his lip, hi~
whole man:qer was that of the thor0l:1ghl do-less Mexieani
"The district attorney has been to ee you," Bolesld
confided. , "He knows you are very ~USy~ so he tol~ m~
to speak to you about a man, one J ose Ba~reras, who IS :un~.J.
der inaictment. The distric.t attorney )'I~S .he is not a ba
fellow. He wants to know if your honor ]Will accept a pIe
of guilty with a fine of $50.00 and, a priln sentence to b
suspended during good behavior." ,
"Certainly not," said, his hOllor belli erently. "I'll d
no such thing! L.et. the man appear. in. ciurt and take hi
chances." .
.
'l>
"
Judge Meeks fussed and fumed a go d deal. Boleslo
all su.ave. acceptance of the judge's decisIon, said nothin~
until his honor's indignation had run ,dowln. Then he sug
gested supper. After supper, th~Y'sat'agrin on the p~rch
Boleslo did not bring up the subject of Ba reras. HespokJ
of the district attorney,- of his political po '~r, of his influl
ence with the cattlemen of the neighborh , of his abili .
·1
to get a docket cleared.
~
, "What is it he wants in the case of Ithis Barreras ?'
asked the judge. "D'you know anything aIDout the man ?" . ,
Boleslo knew very Jittle. He did not lappear much in .
terested. It only struck him that 1;he dist iet attorney wa
mucb concerned. The case, he added, wou be called at te
o'clock to-morrow morning.
"Well, if the district attorney is so in rested, tell hi '
all right," said his h~nor.
,
a hundred an
Next morning, as the heat mounted
beyond, the ~ourt sat in an' 'adobe' room ith a picture 0
Lincoln" on the wall, twelve ~mpty kitCher chairs for th
I

r

1

>

I

1

I
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jury, and several rows of unoccupied seats. There were 11k>
. sp~tatQrs" except ,two cattlemen, Boleslo's clients; sittin,
near the door. ,The first case was called. The County' Qf
Socorro against Jose Barreras. Holeslo's unnamed Mexl~an rose in answer. to a flash of the interpreter's eye, an~
advanced to the bar of justice.' Boleslo ~ead the tndictme~t
in English and then in Spanish.
'
~ .
"Culpa?" said he, "sin culpa?"
"C~lpa," answered the Me,acan without l;1esitation. ,I
Frantic signs from the cattlemen, but Boieslo.could nQt /
see them. The district attorney, surl; of the court's desire,
made Boleslo's I'hotioil: thaf Jbse Barreras should' be fined ','
$50.00 ~rid'sentenced U? a year in state's prison., sentence
be suspended during good behavior. ' Every word, spoken ir'
English by the district attorney, was repeated by Boleslo ijIl
suer rapid Spanish that much of it was lost on the two ca~
tlemen in the b~ck of the room, sweating wi~h anxiety.
What Iwas this Greaser 'up to?~·
.
I
The court accepted the district a*,rn~y's motion, an~
.pronounced sentence with a. tirade on the evils of gun carr~
ing, of liquor, and especially of the combination of guns an
lliquor. 'Boleslo translated every~ word with gusto, interpre
ing not only the court's words but. his very intonations, t ,e
very glare of his eyes: an accomplishment of every inte~preter worthy of the
name. . '
1
,.
.
I
The case closed, the Mexican was allowed to leave. Bqleslo followed him. "Here," he said, '''_are your twenty~fi~e.
dollars. ,Take them and go, go quickly, go to Mexico, tha~
ingthe good God and all the saints that you have as good Ia
friend as I am. Go, and never come back to this country ih
all .your life."".
"
",
1
,"'
I
As he turned, Boleslo was stopp~,.d by his two cattleme~.
"Aragon, there's all hell to pay. That..man they sentencea
isn't Jose Barreras at all. ,~e's .another Greaser entirel~,
and you've got us into a hell of a jack-pot." , ~,
.!

I
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Boleslo was calm. "Look," said he. "My agreemen ..
was to make you free of this Barreras indic ent, no? Well~ the records will show that Barreras has appeared in court
and been sentenced. :rhe conditions of your bond have beert '
fulfilled. I have done my part. ~ow . . .
,I
As Boleslo folded a~, fat roll \of bills, pe mused, "Eso~
Gringos. They don't understand, these thi~. I have arT
ranged this matter well for all. These men~ave been sav~
$4500.00. The schools are richer by $5 .00.. This poo
Mexican is richer by $25.00. The real J OBe Barreras is saf
at his home in P4exico. Thus," thought B leslo, "~s rea
justice been done in all things."
I' .

t '

.The Untamed Hour
By HARVENA CONRAD RICH R
The blazing desert'stars die out;
.\
A pine ~ows ciear against the 'easterf sky. .'
Slow, whIte-faced cattle wander dowi to drln~.
The poor-wills cr«Y.

A wild horse nickers from the' Grant.'
The scent of sage and cedar haunts th air.
A herder, wakened. by his stirring flo k,
Drones morning prayer.

~·I

,'"

!

!

·1
I
!
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Tales of Isleta·

I

. By MARIE HAMILTON BROWN
i
Preface:
'
',c4
1
HEBE anecdotes are written in an effbrt to portray oill~
th~exterior of Pueblo life. The Indiap.·, ceremonie'~,
marvels of witchcraft, and dance significances, .I ,will no'
say do not hold for me an intense interest; but I know tha' .
the persist~ncy of the white man in trying to obtain rna'
ferial for his books, and the deluging of Pueblos' by objec
tionable tou_rists, have created in the Indian a desire to con
ceal the so called mysteries deep within the recesses of hi
being. .Fe'Y white men, I am sure, have yet been able t
sound successfully those unfathomable depths. So, I giv
you, in its simplest form, an expression of the people of Is
"leta without' in any way venturing to interpret (if I could
their community life or folk secrets. TJiese narrativ are what may be observed from ~)De's doorstep as one ma ,
~e people in any village anYwh.~re. Beyond my doorste~
and beyond my neighbors I do n~t. presume togo. ;\lthoUgljl
the incidents here recounted are· teal, the names are, of
course, fictitious.'

T

'

Home-building in the Pueblo.,
,"
.
.
\\
Jose is my 'la:ndlo
Jose is a very good landl~rd in
deed. But I must telbY how he came to acquire that
\~ta,¥.
\\
. ' ~I
\.
One day I was roam ng around the outskirts of the village! in an effort to P!OCU e some apPle-~loSso~ or m~.t~al
ble. \ It was heret I came pon the hom~ In which I now lIve
It was then, to the I' di s, an evil and dilapidated lookin
place-al,ld far toO close to the cemetery-but to me it w
an architect's paradise. I visualized it only in its completeq
state after a lengthy discussion with Jose whom I had called
from his work in the fields.

\

t

f.

[91
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"Have you no idea who owns it?" I aske .
I·
"Well, you see," said ~ose, "no one, has lived. in it for
so long I have forgotten. It belonged to m grandmother
.and now I think it belongs to me.'"
';
"You think it belongs to you?" I ask d in .surprise.
"Don't you know?"
, . .
"No ma'am," said ..he, "but I can find 0 t and let you
know in a few days."
"That's fine!" I assented. "I would lik to rent the
house if. the owner is willing to fix it .so. I coul live in it."
Jose shook his head perplexedly. "You r lly want It?"
"I certainly do." ,
.
I
"Then I go find the owner." And he t~otted off still
puzzled as to why anyone should want to livt way off here
in ~is deserted old place.
.
I
.
I waited impatie~tly for several days. ;hen Jose ap-: peared bearing impor~nt.news. .He now 0 ed the house
'and would rent it to me. I was delighted-t 0 much so tol
inquire into the mysteries of hiS·. ownership. Jose was:.
known in the village a's a very smart man. I He had been
four times governor. A number of his frie~ds owed him .
money. These he 'gathered togethet and had ~hem agree to
p~aster. a:nd build in return for the loan. T~e h~use consIsted of three rooms.
·i
One day, when improvements, were unde way, Jose iIiformed me excitMly that the third. roont did not belong to;
him and that he had 'forgotten to look up the wner. Thesei
people were, fortunately, soon located and th y, too, agreed I
to renovate and rent to me the room. The fri ndship of t}lel
two landlords I discovered was only a formJlity; so therei
began rivalry. in the matter of workmanShiP.lJos~ peoPlel
went to the hills to procure only the whitest 'cl y.' Landlord
number two had be~n work earlier and h!,d JSed a clay no~
so white. Consequently. my little house -looWed, when fin-!
ished, like a piebald pony.. Landlord number iwo would notl
be outdone; so he repaired to the hili's for cl~- I and proeeedj
1

~

I.

i

I

I

I
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ed to replaster.; FiI:eplaces' were built and walls ~hite~
washed? and the house, at length proclaimed a finished, j~J),
wl)en, to my astonishment, I ~iscovered that a small kitc».~ ,
and the outside b~ke-oven had not been touched. lealled
Jose to account.
"Oh that," he said, as though dismissing it entirely.
"The workers did not think their debt extended ~ll the way
to the coop and bake~oven." ,
"But J ose.," I protested, '''I cannot have it left that
y;ay."
,
I,
, "Then maybe you can fix it," he replied,. "It will only
cost three dollars."
.
I
I acquiesced, and the work was done.
~
Then Jose came for his first rental.
"How," I asked" "did you discover' your ownership?"
,
.1:'
He told me in confidence that in tbe beginning he had i,. '
only been one of a number of six relatives who had inherited
the house. This se~med qUite complicated. Two rooms.
. Six owners! "Then \you pay them all a portion of the rent?"
\1 asked.
.
1
"Oh no ma'ain~ Yqu see I bO,ught them out."
~
My curiosity increased. "Did you tell them you were ,I:
. renting the house 1"
Jose evaded my 'question and went on to explain~ "I
gave to my sister a horse-trough. To my younger brother I ,i
gave a dollar, a'n~ to my ~usiri an olla, and to se.veral of the, ,I ~
others a little mBney or something that they needed."
Ij
. "And they s~m~d to .think this was e~ough 1" I ask~ ,~~,
,'''Oh yes, they are satIsfied." , And Jose, too, suave and : t-benign, standing there in -fade~ overall. trousers and cotton '~if"
shirt 'ornamented by the inset embroidery characteristically
, Isletan,al?peared to be sa.tisfied. The grey hair !alling in
~
short curlsa?out h~s f.orehead an~ dr,aw,n. into the chongo \11 '
at the back dId not IndIca~e age WIthout Wisdom.
!
A week after I moved in, things began to happen. I ;1

'!

II

'f '
1

.

~.

I"

1;

was attracted o~e night by the sound of diggibg. ~ paid lit-I
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tIe attention to it until I heard shouting and qu _relling over
in the corral. It was a very nice corral" and I had visions, ,
later on, of keeping horses there for myself nd son. At
this mome~t the east, wall.·was bei~g ,demolisheqby no other
than the sIster of my frIend Jose. She announced to the
world at large that he was a thief and- a Iiar~ A hOrSetrough indeed! The east side· of th~ corral wr8 hers, and
down it came and was carted triumphantly avray. I wondered what would happen next. J~e told me most affably
not to worry, everything would be all right.
~On the contrary, I arrived hom'e one even ng and discovered two workmen in the throes of razing y one and
only beautiful tamarisk that had stood perh ps for centuries, its graceful limbs ,protecting my front door. I uttered an exclamation of hor~or., but the men, uitterly oblivi- i
ous to my pain, proceeded "to do some more choppi:pg. "Oh"
please 40n't take away that tree," I cried.
~
"But it is my tre~," protested one of the m"n.
"Row can it be your tree," $aid I, "when I am renting
the house'? Who sent you here ?'.'
I
41
1 came because the tree is mine. It bel ged, to my
grandfather. Jose ,has not paid me for it-s I chop it
down."
"How much do you want for it?" I asked. "1 will see
Jose about it."
You may be sure I did so immedjately.
"Oh that," said Jose, "is a little matter I ~orgot.,~
; Perhaps in the future there will be'other Ii tIe m~ttersl
that have been forgotten: but up ~ill now thing hav:e gone!
along smoothly enough. Jose, a charming" picifresque old!
man, smilingly evades the truth-but Is, 'in his ray, a very:
g~od landlord indeed!
i\>-

l'

I

'a

'.

I

'i

An Honest Man
.The Indians of Isleta are all very good ~eo Ie. I draw
my conclusipns solely from the fact that the ja I is seldom
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used. , It is· a small·.cement. structure isolated on the outf
skirts of the_ village, an unwanted stepchild of the people, .
but remBlins nevertheless, barred and ~ padlocked, a significant gesture on the part of law. I had lived in the village
~
several montHs arid had seen none enter or leave the buildf
ing.. One morning, however, 'on my way to the store, I beheld a strange sight. The door of the jail stood wide open
r
and on the threshold reposed 'a gentleqlan .of the community
~.
readingthe morning paper. A group· of friends stood by,'.
,one Qf whom had contributed,. a bowl of hot food and some
cigarettes. I must say I did not quite comprehend the situ!
ation.
I asked a passing Indian who the man might..be. j
~.
"Oh heem; he's a pr\soner-he get fifteen days." .
..
"1\ !prisoner," I ~xclaimed, "but the jail is not locked."· ,:.
.
The man seemed surprised. "Lock heem? Why Pablo
he's a very honest mall !"
>

•

.,

•

I

JWLnita
I

..

"

•

Marcellena was' my neighbor. She was .an old, ()ld
woman. The village people called her a witch. She had, I
understood, a Ive~y bad disposition indeed. For a while
Marcellena was noticeably hostile to the. Americana. There
was a slight thaw, however,'wh~n I enter~ the placita with
garbage for her, pigs. We became gooclt friend~ when I
showed admiration for ~hickens.· I~deed Marcellena
had .sQme very Jine .chickens.l. -I had~ seen them often, for
had they not wandered recklessly into m~ yard in the hope
of extricating therefrom bigger and better worms? .Wax. ing: more and m0t:e. friendly Marcellena .e~pounded 'unto me
the virtues of her favorite chicken, Juan;ta. Juanita was
indeed a female worthy of notice. A littlel redder to be sure
than most red hens and a mite scrawnier-+but then was. she
not t~e beloved one of Mareellena's heart ~
.
,
.
The next day 'MarcelleIia called for\lher garbage and
~here.were days'and days afterward wh1n~ she favored us

~
J

1

1,.
1

t

I

!

!I
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:
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wIth frIendly VISIts. We chrIstened her, I'm afraId a ,bl '
irreligiously, "Our LadY. of the Garbage," she I s so faith \
ful to her pigs and her little featherf;!dones.. '
\
One day I beard a 'great commotion in the r, adway.
,\'
I rushed to the rescue only to dJscover that ohr poor lit
tIe Juani~ had been mow~d d~wn 'by ~ .hit and run drive
I'
,
and left In a very much: flattened co~dl.tIon.
The rooster and the other chIckens, mucljL alarmed,
were circling the spot clucking and to-doing in ~n effort t
I'
awaken some response in the silent Juanita.
In a few moments MarcelIena appeared., Whbn
she sa
I
'
what had happened she threw herself on her knees' in th
dust.
. '
l
"Ah mi pobrecita Juanita-my poor little :on,e I" sh
wailed over and over.
~
"MarceIIena," I said~ "it is no use. She is d,ead. Yo
had better take her insid~ and maybe you can copk her fo '
supper."
. _
·'What1" she exclaimed. "Cook my poor Jittle
Ah mi pobrecita Juanita!"
"But," I insisted, "she is dead."
"~h, so she is," agreed Ma~~elI~a at IEmgt", checkin
'.
her grIef.
" .\
"Then cook her for dinner,""I,urged.
"But she is so flat,", ~arcelIEma, observed in a~ genuinel '
puzzled voice.
· ,
"You might try frying her," I suggested.
, I· thought I beheld a twinkle of amusement in the eye
of the bereaved one. In a moment it was gone, however;
,\
and, rising from the ground, she iifted Juanita carefuII
from the dust and left to prepare the last rites' for her little
one. Juanita had alway~ been useful; and Marcellena, wh
had always been ve'ry, very poor; would eat chicken for th
first time in many months. \ She ljurried within and I could
hear her muttering as she went, "Gracias, Senorita" Gr
cias!"
"

..

-

---

WI

I

..
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OF

Hairbreadth ,escapes
play but a s all~ part in the lives
' .
:.\ ~,of pueblo chickens. ,And the untimely.en1 of little Juanita
becom"es, in memory~ only another blot n~ the scutcheon of
the reckless driver.
~
./

·1

~

r·

I
>

Funeral.

I

i_It w~s nearing t~e day of the Fiesta of' Saint AU~Ul;l

\

I

I

tinito. I noticed ,that my pretty)ittle maid, ;Marie, had eaten
scarcely anything all week. I remarked lbout this to her.
"But we are all'so a:rbtious for the Fi ~. ta," she replied.
I, I
"We shall dance our toes off. All day a : 'night we sh~ll
da~ce."
.. .
.
~..... ,
It is not often tnat fiesta comes to the ,ueblo; and when
\. it com~, there is nothin$' to rivQ.l it as a~ JOY-glver to the
community. Such enthusiasm for a hOh.·da~ may, seem-child·· ,
like to strangers, but the:white
man need1only«
remember
"
1,
.'
his Fourth of July, and 'his Hallowe'en a4d.his Christmas
for parallels. Yet t)lese somewhat faded and considerably
commerCialized festivals bf Americans, ladk in general the
genuine qualities inheren~ in the Pueblo tidstas.
. This day 'of Saint A~gustinito will al+a~s fe~ain, for
me, a most fascinating an~ beautiful memd;ry. Indians had
arrived from all -th~ imdortant pueblos it New Mexico.
N~vajos, San~ DOIhing1ns, San' Felipan" L~u~ans-:-a.ll
-were. there. The pl~za was a blaze of colon SpanIsh mUSIC
stirred hundreds. o~ ifeet~~~ action a~d hurdred,s ()f hE!arts
to song. I was beIng catrled by their rhYthms; to greater
~nd greater excitement when! felt ~ sUddElf stillness in the
direction of the chtirch. I picked my WIly through the
throng of merrymakers-+no' less gay thad befor.e, for few
had felt the hush-a; n~te ~carcely audible ih the 'program of
-the day. As I neared thJ edge of the crowd, I, was just in
time to witness the mos~ _impressive procfssion. A youth
and- blue tro\Jsers '" walked in
in wl1fte embroidered
front carrying a massive cross. Four s1!alwart men follOWed, bearing on their IShouiders a cantas ~her on
I

1".

Sh¥

~
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which lay a still form covered wi\h 'a gay blanket. RaiIil
had suddenly begun to fall. In the drizzle, ten to twelv~
. : mourners, men, women, and children, walked behind th~
dead body in its blanket coffin. All t~e women were ~rappe4
in the beautiful red shawls of the pueblo. I f.ollowed behind
the quiet little group, not from any sense of morbid cUri~
osity. Somethjng had called me to rest a moment from the
gayety of the plaza.
~
.'
As we walked up ~e hiU toward the' ceIIl:etery, t~
storm grew worse. Th~ wind began to eddy and bea~.
against us and ~he rain dropped steadily upon the blanke4
ed form. 'Proceeding up' a little hill, the stretcher and it$
bearers were outline.d a!fainst the d~aining~ky. The moufn~l
ers were so calm they seemed to feel neither rain nor wind
. When the procession reached the grave., Itwo of ~heme
carrying the body lifted it' from the stretchEtr.as 'one inight
, a tired child and placed it reverently in its edrthy bed. Th~
relatives threw in a few c~ods of earth as a last farewell~
As they did so, there sounded a distant roll of thunder~ I
felt the spirit had been released ;from its captivity to be at
once enfolded in the heart of the universe. There was ~
moment of peace in which it seemed as though I re.sted
head against the shoulder of God.
I

my

The Livers

~

-

The fields in front of my house are very bare save fo·
a few shaggy neglected old .fruit tr.ees. These are clustere
grumpily together in an· effort to- lessen the onalaught 0the capricious desert winds. On thoe edge of the '.• fields, lik~
lonely orphans, stand two very young peach trees. Oh, the'
are very young indeed. Their limbs are sr$oth and gliste in the sun and the winds have been kind to th$l. Whe~
they were even younger they wished to touch, but the wind,
said, UNot yet, not yet!" But now they have grown, all.1
their limbs entwine. The old trees that are gnarled an~
bitter and huddled close together laugh and nudge one an
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other and,croak in
"Wait, w+t. it will Dot always be so." The wInd IS kInd and the YQung trees do not
hear. The Indian s~es a~d does not pru~e. They stand
. there a!one, smiling in th1 su~, whispering 0:n~ another ~n
low VOIces. The very yo~ng peach trees- stand close, theIr'
arms entwining one another. They whi 1Per, "It will al..
. ' .
1
ways be so."
~
!

i

I

F

[

1

;
i

~
~

I

i
1
I

,

~

•

!

1

I

~l\
Toast
•
if

'.. By :tRANCES HALL

1

•

L,ife's deep-dra~n drt,nk is brewed ~ple things
When one blows off ~e froth frolp assIng ,years.
.
_ How little bitterness Ithere is, of tea ~.
And unsought taste qf sad remember IS;
It is'the pleasant,. jo~-spiced fragranc ; clings
About the flagon wh$ the moment ne~rs
To drink the last ric~ dregs, when theie appears'
The great bartender ~or his reckonings. '

<1

.

.: I

II
Come;' lift your: gobI4ts--gallan~gesturtd up

And in good {elllowsqip clink brim wi:f.h brim;
Drink to the hour th't. finds the chali9~ ~raine~
And bares the secret ~h~t the glass.cOl1italned-.
A draught eternal wellIng to the rIm II
Or but the bottom of la wine-stained CUi~.
..
I,
!

I

1:1.

~1

!
~
~

'\

"
!
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Triolet
(Lament of a Trapped, Young Man)
By ALFRED CARTER
I but asked for a kiss;
'Twas my. only intention. "l
An engagement's amiss!
I but asked for a kissJust a moment of blissSo whence this detention?
I but asked for a kis~ ;
'Twas my ,only intention!

i.
I

i

Rondel in Winter

J

,

.

I

By ALFRED CARTER
.

.

Though winter
snows abound
\
And winds do chill my 'muse,
Within the drifts I found
,A leaf in sprIngtime hues.
Its stem is fully round,
And hopeful are its views,
Though winter snows abound
And ~in,ds do chill my muse.

i

..

Within the little ground
Uncovered by my thews
A gallant hope I found
That colors all my views"
Though winter snows abound

And winds do chill m~e.t,.

~'
,

"
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A ¥orning With Mont~igne
'By

~. M. KERC~EVIL~

"
.

co~ment-allez

"Bon jour, Monsieur Montaigne,
vous ce
• beau matin?" ask.a yoUng college profer~ or w.hom we shall
."
j
.
call Figaro.
.
The youIlg mall is addressing the sh~de of that long departed French "gentlem.an·; of the Renai~sance but recently
returned from the,shadows of purgatolJ'ii1101o
"Bon jour, bon jo~r, mon bon ami !Figaro. It's quite
some time since I've seen you." AJ!d howllis life treating you
now, mon ami?" answers the ghost of lithe shrewd little
Frenchman. "How are conditions in ypur own America? ,
Y?U look somewh,t nervous and puzzle~r my, friend."
F~garo: I am nel"iV.ous and more tha.n ~~me.what P,uzzled I
assure you, and I seek you out as aijtonIc for a case of
ne~ves. ~ l}u,t ~ell me how is it that JyOU still have that
tWInkle In your eye, that you are nrpt dead-after thes@
four hundred;years? What's your s: c~et for remaining,
,
alive?
'.,.'
tIo.ntaigne: \Ah, mon ami, one has, ut: keep up with the
" times to defeat death. 1)6 you ot .' member the words '.
of my fellow countryman who said ~ , an is only a reed,
but he's a thinking reed," arid _e!, ords of the great
Spaniard whjch go somethin ·k this "eJ polvo que
piensa punCa\ muere" (dust t
JiIJ.lks never.. dies) ?
And you ask me why I am y t al ~e? Have' yoft forgdtten :hat "ge.nUin~thou~ht is eVil; obsolete? <> Do Y,OU
'/.
not know that a tl1Inker, IS alw ys c, ntemporary?\-:
Figaro: . Now I know that' you a e' in ,eed myoId frien(J,
Montaigne, for only \ a Fre chm. could have sueh
nerve.Yoh were never gi en toll excessive .modesty.
~ut let's l~ave the s?bject of death,ll.aand come to a qu~s
bon that IS really alIve. I should ltke very much to Insince YOU'i've
terview you
on the subject of edJbation,
.
I ,

'1'!

.

j

I

I

!

[19]
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been watching us for so long from a fr1nt row s~at i
Purgatory.
,I
i
M onta~gne: Now in?eed do I recognize !OU al:; my 4" merical'
. frIend. You WIll not be content wIth a Jrnere chat or
conversation. You must have an intJrview. Thin
· you, mon ami, that you are helping me 0 t of P,.iu,:' rg;t.o
q.
when you ask me to discuss modern edu ation ~ I tliaf
your idea of a sense of humor? What auld you' ~y
me say on the subject of educ~ You~, finer
'?
views in a little series of essays which once wrote
rainy days when I had nothim.g else to do. l"ve learnec1l ,
little since, although I've followed you· moder~ mov+
( ments quite closely. Don't you have e ough e, du~atior
in America?
.
.
Figa.ro: Sure we have plenty of education i America. 'Vhy
we have more colleges and universities han Greece ha~
gods. But that's not the po~nt. You b oke With the socalled "schools" and the stiff, formal X ke'of ft\ristotIe.
How did you do it? And why did-you statt"9ut for
yourself? Montaigmi: That:s quite simp~e, my friend. I mer~.y se~ :for
myself the task of, learnIn8"' about ot er me~. whIle I
studied myself, and I made it apoint tCj) alw~ys!support
· the free and unprejudiced examinatio .1 of all <tliestlons~
The schoolmen of my day held to th .queer idea tliat
education was some strange thing e tirely separated
from the thing we call life. Instead f trying to livle
an education they were trying to te h the thing biv
rote. I merely tola them that instead of makin me~ ,
· by that ,system they were only m.king '~PUIts de
science." I coulp have ~sed the word t"vacuums," but
I was never given to much satire, as YfU know.
Figaro: Then. why did the schools hate y 1:1 so bitterly?
Montaigne: Just human natu1je I suppos
You see I to
them that education was in reality li t:; itself, and th t
the youth should .be taught life as it eally is, th~t ,1~

0'

i .

II

d

r

'J
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should be taught to look about him, and learn to judg
I shouted (in their fossilized ea
things as they ar
3
u pas. de pedantisme; l'example~ de la vie vaut tous 1
.!ivres." Between you anti me .that sentence caused a
the tro.uble. ' Why the old feUdws gnashed their teet
and all but murdered me. . I .
Figa~: But you were not bluffing, rtty dear M~ntaiine, yo
really believe in this thing calleR education? .
-:Montaigne: My young fellow, you ~now I was always, an
still ani quite skepticaI= of the~e dogmatic friends 0
mine who say' so glibly "I beliete r'''1 know." I hat
much rather take my position I ong those who sa
"que sajs je?" You doubtless! ow that some criti
attributed that phrase to me. I I didn't actually ori~~
nat the expression.' but if the ~ritics say so (wemus~
respect our critics you know) I am willing to accep~
the honor. But back to your question. Yes, my young ,
: man,' in· so far as I really believe anything, I believe
that, the most important field in the realm of humam. '.
. ,knowledge is that which treats'of the education of thf
youth. I've committed myself. Now "shoot the works. '
Isn't that what you say in good American slang?
'~igaro': Monsieur Montaigrle, j'ust how wo~d~ you start th~
child in the great quest for light?
'.'
,
Montaigne: First I'd find out his natural inclinations. 'Y
must n~t force a child·to.follow a course for which h,
has not' the least taste or desire.
i
Figaro: Why we've been doing ~hat for years in Americaj
,
We have hundreds of special examiners, and boards fo
vocational guidance. You cannot but compliment us 0 ,
that, my friend~
!
, Montaigne:.A move in the right direction, yes. But'yoq,
.
are still a thousand 'miles from your goal. ¥QU s~il~
waste your time 'and' energy trying to make a la wye~
. or a priest out of little Johnny when any fool. COUld, see •

't

<:>

r
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,

"
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that little Johnny would make a mucjh 'better busines~
mali or a poet as the ca~e may be.
Figaro:' What about the teacher;- Monsie r, what<kind of .
teachers would you choose for the chi d?
.
Montaigne: Ah, my young frie~d, now Iyou,come to the
point. Upon the correct choice of a te~her depends the
whole success of the scheme. Choose $n "habil homme~"
rather than merely "un hommesavknt." A teacher
should be a well rounded 'man, a Ie er instead of ~
dandruff-covered enCYClQpedi.'a; He's ould have ratb±~
a head "bien faite que bien pleine."
"
Figaro: That's fine. Now'we agr~e on'sQ ething. Ameri
is certainly stepping forward along't lis line.. We ha
Teachers Colleges, Teachers Traini g Courses, an
Normal Seh90ls all over the count . Why almo t .
every town has its own normal schoo. We-req\lire t
M.A.~nd in many' cases the Ph.D: de ee, and our sp
cialists now reach all the way from, e primary grad
to the post graduate. specia.Iizaj:ion·1.~s something nel'
. "something that America has given tne world.
Montaigne: NG, my young'fellow, spelfi.alfzation is not n=I
in the world. It began long ago wnen the fencing m
ter was separated frbm
the dancing fuaster
in order
"
I
relieve unemployment. I've watched Iyour A,merica f
,

,

.

I

gone insane on that: point as well a~ on the matter f
degrees. You have teachers with d~grees a yard Ion
showingt stugents the way to wisdhm who know s
little of life that one could lose them ~n their own bac~. .
, yards.
" . ,
.
Figaro: Thanks. I'll ~ke a n9te on that'jl Ndw ~hat is yo
opinion about mass teaching and routine. We a~e
stressing individual attention now i America. Surel, I
you'll agree that we are 'co,rrect initpis original coli.
ception of ours.
· I~.
h
I

I

.

l\

t

I

,
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Montaigne: Correct, yes, but hardly original. I insifited

Oil"'

that point until I was blue
in' the face some four hun- .
,
dred years ago. The twentieth
centu.ry is still behind,'.
me on that score, and.with your mass-p~oduction and,'"
mass-education in America, may I pr~dict that you will
trail me yet for another four centuries. .
Figaro: What would you most seek to train in the youth,
Monsieur 'Montaigne?
.
Montaigne: His judgment,
his .judgMent, by all
means.
. .
.
Steer him away from dogmatism and blind belief in
authority. Ris o~ly reverence should be for the truth.
Develop in. him 'the attit4de of the.tolerant, ope&minded thinker with a judgnlent of ,his own,. firm put
not dogmatic. Teach him to make up his own mind~e
loge'rien en sa tete par authorite" I cried to the· school
masters in my day, and they almost mobbed me. Dogmatism and pedant~y are still rank 'in the world even
in your own United States of America. These two evils
, are deeply imbedded and hydra-headed. -No independent thinking can. be done wHen either is rlresent. 'I
have ,watched your American 'educational system, and
allow me to tell >;you tbat individual thinking among
the; products that you.,turn ,out each year remains at
a~most ashhrh a premium 'as' it was in my own school'
days. You kill the interest o~ your best students with
, too much red tape. As a proof of t~is where is your
"Youth' Moveme4i': in -A~erica? In many countries
the youth are lea1fing ih l}beral thoughts in the realms ,
. of politics, gove~ment,' economics ~nd religion. In
, some countries th~y have actually started .social revolutions. Furthermbre many of YOl~r lesser s(};ocalled sci~
entists"are just a~ dogmatic and as intOlerant of a difference of. opini~~ as was myoId professor of rhetoric.
Y'ou'll pardon me, for'losing my usual calm and detachment but I feel very strongly upon·this point.
.

I

I~

I
r

!
J

;

I
j

J..
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:1

to~4hed

Figaro: You certainly
havJ been
to the qUiJ
on that issue, mon ami. IIi a recerlt: review of YOu~
essays, I gathered as much. '. You insrLat; then, on judgt
ment, assimilation, and independent hinking.· Man~
people think these are ultra .modern nceptions develr
oped by our own leaders in educati . In' fact, the3t
almost confessed as much. . .
,
Montaigne: Men are always willing to onfess their own
greatness and originality. qn thisal men are more o~
,less human~ ,No one who ever really s udied the historyr
of education could possibly [believe at such concepJ]
tions are modern.
.
"- ,
'I
Figaro: What, in your opinion, would b~s help the studen .
to develop his judgment?
' ",
.Montaigne: Enc~urage him to, !jub' elbo s with' real life.
Allow him to mix and mingle! with all inds and classes
of men. Foreign 'travel is excellent or this develop-l

f

II

)
\

",

m~L

I

,

Figaro: And you advocated that;four hU~dred years ago?
I thought that was another of ·our m st modern" ideas.
We in America talk much of Icosmope itanism, internationalism,. and are probably the world's greatest tourI
ists. Do you realize that? ~
Montaigne: Precisely. You are the world's greatest tourists. And therein lies one of yqur .gre#est weaknesses.
.
You don't really travel, you !tour. All the touring on
earth will never make a citizen of t I.~ world. Mter
such sight-seeing trips are over, your average citizen's
world is 'stHI limited to the length 'f his' nose. . He'
remains like the poor devil in the hai 'storm, who, be-I
cause his own head is being pelted, hinks the whole
world is in'a tempest of hail.·
Figaro: And would you have your stude t study foreigD
languages?
Montaigne: By all means'. nut be sure an connect his lant: guage study with life and literature.
our foreign lan-

....
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many cases it isl a farce. You don't. begin early enough'.
I
I would have the student begin his study of languages
in his early years. If he does not form language habits 1",1
early, his tongu~ wili be no longer supple enough..You
may teach a grandfather
to. read Greek,
but .YOU'll
never'
t
",!
_.
. '
',.
teach" him to s' eak a modern foreign language. As'
the nations of t ,e world come closer and clo~er togetli-er c'
in every field 0; human endeavor, even you in isola~ed
America will, ~e' forced -to learn a few foreign' to~~es.! .' "'I
You will no 10 ' er be able ito say "by" God, we speak
English or we ' Qn't talk." You have a lotto learn in
this respect. A few of U,S forei,gners had a good l~ugh
~
even in gloomy,. urgatorr when you stopped the swdy _ ~
of Germ~n in .' 'YVorldWar . with German~. If, ~ou
j
ev~r needed to s, udy German It was at that tIme. With
. Ii
the years you w,i 1 outgrow s~ch foolish prejudices. I ', I
Figaro: Then you " n't believe in sight-see~ng tours,rnd ':
silly, smattering of foreign languages?' :'
.'
Montaigne: I have ·,0 objections:to seeing the ~ights oflthe
.~
· world, if the ~i. ht-seeing, 'be .~ccompanied,'".bY ~naer- ~I
'standing. You \-:,average student in his r
rubbereck
.
'
bus is a plague. \ The foreigner laughs at him whil he
: 1,
fleeces him of : is Amerie~ fiold. The poor d viI
Lt
makes Franc~'i <three we~k~-ikiPS through the La vre
I
in thirty~five ,mi· utes~.tJpnks that the onl~ jus ification for the p~ovihces IdlY" supply the Win,e whic he
"
"
sips in a Paris ~afe.
Figa~o: My dear ~:onsieur MOri:taigIie~ may I say th t I
" think you' are e" tirely too ~severe in your ~riticis of
the tourist, and :even a bit.d(;)gmatic. But back to ur
in~erview on ed~ca~ion. W~t is your opinion on he
question .'of the '~ducation of ~the
body, physical ed ca::
tion w~ call it in our ''inodern and original mann r '!
Have you any s4ggestion on tpat subject? .
1
t

I,

~

!

I

1

i

.

1

~

i

!

;.

.

,

I

t'

I
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~~~ne of my-;avorite sixte~th century essay.s

I stated that to train the mind and eglect the body is
a crime. StrQng muscles and a gt' brain ,should go
hand in hand. My exact words i French were lartd
still are ecCe n'est pas assez de lui oidir I'~me; il Ihi
'I
.
. faut aussi roidir les muscles." .
y
Figaro: Then you actually advocated a system of Ph . sic~l
education four centuries ago.' To think that such Ia l
modern idea was original with. yo . 'In America We
have, thous~nds of supervisors, otganizers, coachJ~,
and hundreds of different games...
' I,
M ontaigne: Mon ami, you err' greatly n attributing th~t
idea to me. I should like to accept he compliment arid
the honor, but the memory of the Spartans and the
Athenians deters me. Yes, Y01.Ld exceedingly w~1I
, witp your games in ~medca, but yo sometimes forgft
to enjoy the game in your passio for organization,
and you often haye more coaching. han genuine plaring. You have made what you cal in slang a racket
out of certain of your best games.
'
I
Figaro: Then you would keep more of he play element fn
'the development' of the body. We are most certainly
stressing that idea in ~merica to ay. Now if Ig~t
you straight, mon cher M:ontaigne,you would deveI ,p
the whole man in any sys~em of e ucation" neglecti g
no part of the student's mental andtPhYSiCal make u I?
Am I correct in my deducti9n?'
; M ontaigne: Most correct you are. To eglect to train t e
whole man is to produce a pedant 0 a pack horse. T
much theQrizing and ~ot enough ction will produ ' e
your proverbial book-worm. In my now famous tow library in France I wrote long, I ng ~go "Nous
cherchons ici de former un ,gram arien ou Iogicie,
mais un gentil homme." The, te her should not .',
judged by the size of' his li,brary but by the depth of his
knowledge of life.,

"

j

I

4

I

t

,
\.

I

\
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-

Figaro.: . Then, my dear Mont\l,iiggne, you still insist on a
cl~ser connection b~~ween ~ucation and I~fe?
M onta~gne: I most certiunly do. Allow me to repeat, mon
. ami, that "l'example de la ~e vaut tous les livre~." The
youth Diust
be made to realize that he'is really livi gat
.
the same time that he is being educated, and that' e -is
being edue,.ated lor a fUlle~ and better life to'be ived.
right here on this earth. Jtny, insistence on know edge
other than as a means to ~~ch an end will continpe to
result in the turning out ot;"a,nes Ch,argeS de, Iivr~" in
your free American spee
"jackasses loaded <lIown
.
with text books." . Thus yO\l have the gist of my I pinions on: education.
. l. .
-~
..
Figaro : That is all very well. ;"But we of America c nnot
help but remember that in' he flesh you were a obleman, my friend, and knew fothing democracy, ~ass
, education, and especially qo-education. Any opinion
on these?
~t;
'.
Montaigne: You are ullkind in: saying I ~ nothi g Of,
democracy. You will a~i 'that a sojourn of four ~en
turies ~n Purgatory has gijen me paus~ to think In
all of that ti'me, I h~ve lutt:h6,ed but little on t~at q.ues~
. tion. Your other two p~ositions are bound up in
democracy:. In the meantfr1e I shall be careful· to ~eep
an open mind on your quest.on of democracy and ~ass
educ~~ion. At present you :will a~t that thing~ .do
not look so favorable to the' use. Some day you lrnay
prove me wrong, que sais-j'? Please believe me,li: my
friend, that in so far as I b~ieYe anything, I beIie,e in
the principles of true educa~on,' and in the democ~~y
. of open minds.
,~
,, ~
Figaro: I In clQ~ing this interv~ew, my. dear Montai e,
allow me to thank you for jgiving me this time, '~nd
to eXRress to you my compI" ents o~ such ~eat 01ginality shown by you four ;ndred years ago.
..
~

or

<}

r

H
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TERL Y

1

~a;don me, my youn; frien~I, I ~OUld not 'bI

that

rude, but you are'l!uite presumptuous in assum.ing
you, a young professor, can ~ven rec gnize an original
mind. All that l wrote I,e.ither. borror:ed or stole fronl
the ancients. I am not original. N~thing is original
but ignorance. I ~similated what I morrowed·or stol~
and merely sought to connect it,· in some ~ay witH
life. "L'example de la vie vaut ...." I
'.: \
'With this the ghost of Montaigne fadt,d'aWay,:an$1he,
shade of the shrewd little Frenchman to~k its place--"once
more with the immortals in the front rotH of Purgatory ~
Figaro, the young professor, heard a sudden ringin~ in hi~
ears, picked up and armful of texts and 1rushed to class~
smiling to himself and feeling m'ore than~ver like an '.'an~
charge de livresY
I :
!

I

\

\
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i
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I
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.-Body/and Soul
By M.AVD

;

~. fS~H~LD

In.scrutably thIS bOd~ler. s desI.re
points through reason
.
a trail
. ~
.
vivid and unfollowabIe as lightning.

,

r.

1

How unfathomable
this affinity qf intarlgi~les,
this unrelenting cons1ncy
of flesh to mind.
:

~

.

~i

.

~

'

Here is no conformitY, l
save the conformity th t barbed ripples
;
widening on 'water,
Widem.·.ng to obl.ivion, I:
'
. potentIally retaIn. .;,

Hail and Faltewell

\

By MAUD E. JSCHoLD O
"
A gate swung idly open on w¥stling hinges,
,
<0
Flapped shut and ~ swung aga~,
. As 'wind whm~d bleakly at t : alley edges;
Nuzzling ther ~w-born rain. ;.
.

£\

"f<

\

-I'

•

To its motl;le*'s breast, a wh· l eriJ,lg new-born b~by .
"
Pressed its small hungry mou. , :
. Not ~nowing\sh~'d ~own far~hler. than far-off "fMges
Of WddgeeSi wmgmg south. \ .

I-V

,

II
~

j'

1

;

f!

,r!
~
Y·
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I,
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Tea
By DOROTHY HOGNER
HERE being nothing more to say the yellow sponge cake
was sliced (with precision, showing a gre~t wall of
yellow fluff. There was nothing to prevent her from com~ ·
ing through the door, nothing to prevent ller from spreading
her sponge-like body in the big chair.. by the fire. She ;,has
come now for a half hour--I shall time it--she will.open
. the windows of her neighbors' houses and with a flourish, a
wave of the hand that wears the ring of emerald green,
look into their rooms. In the amber lights of the tea hour
she will sp~ead her thin words. Cream please. ". Jane was
seen in the company of Mr. Rand on the four:f rty train to
-New York. The words slink out over the te cups.' The
. amber liquid stirs. Mr. Rand you know i~egaged -to that"
:r sweet Miss Young. Poor- thing. The wed8i g cake is stale.j
Ring out ye bells. And in the afternoOJr' thevewas some
thought of asking Mr. Bent to resign from the bo~rd of
directors. Leeches live in fresh water brooks and feed on
-fishes. ' Mrs. Ranier is right. Dark grave. She will go to
the funeral 'Of Miss Green. ~oor M~Y."" She was nice when
Aunt Sarah died. Drums. They are-coming in procession.
People cannot die without applause to cover ~he oblivion
with a sense of decency. Hands of applausefrpm the gallery. The first dirt is thrown on the coffin" and now the
-I
yellow sponge cake is being cut with precision. _ The knife
comes down. She will 'stay for tea.

T

I

.
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Another New ~xic~ Versjon ~ tb:e Tar-Baby Sto'
.
.. Ify AURELIO M.. E~INOSA
.

J

1
j
.

Volume I, il~ !85-~04, of tiu~~urnai ~ published a f~t
of thg, !l1ost ~w.portJmt types
versIons of the TarBaby Story thus far found in New ~~ico, both among t~le
Spanish New Md,icans and amon.lll.the PUilb.10 Indians. !.I
also gave a -brief toutline of my stpdY on ~e origins a (I
qiffusioh of this ~e in India, Euro~e, Africa and Americ,,.
and of the conclu$ions reached by ~me with respect to i I ~
India origins, as p~blishedin.theJournal of American Fol ~f
lore, XLIII, 129:'20,9. The New M¥co versionsli~e thos
of ~J>anis.h Amerit.i a 'generally are pf. Hispanic origi~ a~ '.1.
ultimately of Indi$. origin, although as the tale has been
tra.nsmitted {ro,m ~ountJ:'Y to. countfyacr~s the centuriers
the actual versions! found all over
world today show th .r.
special characteristics developed in leach particular regio ,
l
, ?r coun~~ !.n addi~.ion to the baustet'n or heart of the ori il..
Inal, prImItive forIJjl.
'l "
i '
Among the Ne}v Mexico Pueblo· ndians the tale is qUitt"
common. The gen~ral type is well kown, the type that i! ,
near the ba~stein'a~d known in Indilk, Africa and AmeriC~:
.-The. Pueblo Indians. of Taos, howev~.r, have special for I
in the type of versijons where the ra~bit ter being caugh'}
.~ the usual IashioJ;1 with a tar-bab~ a
killed and cook;,
~and. being served ~ eat comes to li¥. gain.. This type 0l~'
version from Taos was first found bf . r. Elsie Clews Par!
sons, one of whose! versions I publi~hed in the Journal 0
American Folk-lorei and in this iourJal in the articles abov, .
mention~ 'is 'the type of traditio;nal ~le that show~ ~ decidi
edly vigorous ,local \influence, an enttrely new and extraori
dinary elemen~ havijng"been ,added, aJd one that is definitelYlfIndian. Of this I a'in fairly certain in view of the "fact thad
I have found Indiaft folk-tales' trom. ~an Ildefonso and S!1 l
Juan that have the episode of the a ,mal tha,t comes to Iif ,
again~ when the soup is spilled on th \floor.
'.
i·

I.

N
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T
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Recently I have collected anotheJ; type of Pu blo Indian'
Tar-Baby Story, an extraordinary type also, ana one that'is
exceedingly rare, but curiously enough it is not an Indian
" type. In fact the newly found version is so mu h like the
first Tar-Baby ~tory to be found, in II!odern ti ition, the
Lithuanian tale of Schleicher, discussed by ~e i .my Ion&article in the Journal of American Folk-Lore; th t I believe
it is another European type. If I am right in th s assumption we have another argument for the Euro ean-In,dia
origin of the various tYl>es of this tale that are fo nd today
in Spanish America and, among the Indians w~e Spanish
tradition is strong. The vigor of Spanish tr ition in
Pueblo Indian culture has been eloquently manife ted to m~
in a recent trip to New Mexico when I discovered that even
the traditional Spanish ballads are recited and su g by tpe
Pueblo Indians of today. Specifically,. six versio of th;ree
different traditional ballads of the Spain of the X Ith century were found in the Pueblos of Isleta, Santa ara, and
San Juan.
The new Pueblo Indian version of the Tar-B by Story
was found at t~e Laguna Pueblo of Paguate. It w s t6ld in
Laguna speech by Mariana Lenti and translated \into English for me by heil" nephew, Edward Pradt. This ersion is
to be published in the near future in a birge colI ction of
Pueblo Indian tales found DY me in New Mexico. In view
of its special, interest to readers of the NEW MEXI 0 QUA&TER~Y and to show the type of extraordinary surpr ses that
one may meet with in the search for folklore in Ne Mexico,
I beg to publish the version below.

I

I

I

.

Fox (maBckaJ and Rabbit (get) were friends.
they wandered 'off to the hills looking for food. S
, came to a pinon tree and Rabbit said, "There is
pitch on this pinon tree. I am going to' gather it."
are you going to do with it?" s~id ,Fox. "Just wait,'
Rabbit. "I know what I am going to d.o with it.'"
gathered all the pitch from the pinon tree into a Ii
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Fox wondered what he was going to1dO. Fox-stood
and looked on. , R~bbit said he wa~ ~,Ohig to,' make gl?ve~
for Fox to play wIth. 'Fox laughed. f; "Come here, fnendi
Fox," Rabbit said... He put:pitch all oyer her hands. "Thosq
are the gloves," sa~d RabbIt. Fox lapghed,"What shall ~
do now?" said Fox. And Fox laughed.
1'
. Rabbit then tdok Fox to, the pin~h tree. It was ther~ i
the pinon tree. '"Now hit the pi:fi:6.n ttree with your righ~
hand," Rabbit said. He told Fox to I1lit hard,. Fox hit th~
p~~on, tree as hard .as she coul.d: : T~,.e hand stuck to th~
pInon tree. Fox tned'to pull It off ~ut couldn't. "Wha~
shall I do now?" Fox asked. Rabbit laughed and said, "Hiii
. the pinon tree with your other hahd." ~abDit said this. "Youj ,
must hit 'very hard," Rabbit ~aid. Fo~ hit the tree '!~th he~ A
other hand. It got stuck. Foot Was c,ught by both handsJ
Rabbit began to Jaugh. Fox did pot laugh now. Fo·'
was angry. "What shall I do nqw?" ,F~x said. Fox tried
~

j < ' ,

,
~

i

.

!
~

the pinon tree. ".1 tell you what I think I ust do," said
Rabbit. I must put gloves on your fee, So ou can kick th~
pinon tree.!' lJ,abbit went~and got som'. pitch and put it all
over Fox's feet. ' "Now you give the P:~ on ree a kick wit~
your right foot," Rabbit said. IHe t J ox to hit hard~
And Fox hit th~pin6.n tree as hard as.: e could., ,Her foo~
stuck. "My foot is stuck also'''1 ,said ,~fox. "Well hit thd '
pinon tree with your other foot," said ]Jlabbit.' Fox hit th~
tree with the othe~ foot. ~~x hit very.Ita,rd. The other foo,
stuck also. RabbIt laughtE and laughfd. . There Fox wa~
stuc~. to the pinon ~ tree. R~bbit left ~er there and wen~
away laughing.
,f I
After a while Rabbit felt sorry hd.' came back. H~~ \k,
came back there where Fox was stUCk, t~ the pinon tree. H,' ,
told Fox he was going to help her. But he saw that he coul'
. net free her. '~I will. go an~ look f~r~help," s~i<i Rabbit, \
WIth a WOOd~ ."
• Hk went away Lor a lIttle while and re1iprned
g
. rat (tsena). The rat said he knew hoJV to free Fox. H
g~t some animal fat and ch~wed it. Th@.rt he put it on Fox'~

'J' ,

~;
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• feet and rubbed it. The pitch got l&se and Fox came off. All.
agreed to be very good friends.
'
But Foxwanrted fo get even with Rabbit. Fo asked
Rabbit if he liked cheese.' Rabbit said he did. Th y went
east to a lake. The'moon appeared on the lake. " 0 you
see that cheese in the· water?" Fox said. "Indeed I do,"
Rabbit replied. "You must go in and get it," F x said.
"But don't go in yet. Wait till I count to four. T en you I
can jump and get it." This ,Fox said to R~bbit. Fox cpunted,
"lshk, dwooe, chemi" dyana," and Rabbit jumped t·'to the
lake. He found nothing. He could not get out o~ thwa~r.
He nearly drowned. Fox started to run· along the ' ge of
the lake, wondering how she could get Rabbit out~ there a
chipmunk (kayama) appeared. Fox asked Chip nk to
help her get R~bbit out of the lake. They looked all round.
They didn't see Rabbit anywhere. They wondered where
Rabbit was.
On top of some, willows they saw a mocking-bird
(8padyi). The mocking-bird was singi~g. Chipm k understood the song. The mocking-bird was saying t t Rabbit was out of the lake, that Rab1?it was safe. F x and'
Chipmunk then went to the foresft? to gather acorns. When
they had gathered. many acorns they parted.
I

'"

IIi this' extraordinary Pueblo In(jian' version t' e fox
gets stuck graduaDy to the pinon tree up0l! 'advice fr m the
rabbit. In exactly the same manner, the witch of the Lithuanian version of Schleicher gets' stuck gradually 0 the
tarred-horse on the advice ~ one of the brothers of nutte
whom the witch has carried away.. The similarity of the
bnustein in both versions is so rema.rkable that we naturally think of European origin through Spanish, v sions. ,.
The influence of Spanish tradition on the Pueblo ndia:n
culture of New Mexico being so strong w& can I,hard suppose here independent development. The general I, etting
of the actual Tar-Baby ba.ustein in the series of Rap it and
Coyote incidents of the cpeese taken for the moo 'I etc.,
I
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is quite conllhonplac in the AmeriCjn ~panish versions. ~
" For theactu~l version in question, howbver; we have no i
exact pkrallel from! Spain or Spanish.Amqiea. This simply
~eans that it \has not yet been found in ~panish tradition.·r
, The general type as documen~ in theJ beautiful similar
version from Lithuania was undoubted~ well known in ~.ti
. Europe, and throqgn.Spain,I ~b~Iieve it~came ,to ;;,Spanish
.'America, 'there it, appears now among, t~e Indians of Pa- i·
guate., Tradition, is ve~ caprici9us. V~sions ,re transmitted ,nd then forgo~eri at hom.Ii, but-aslwe inve~tigate vy-e .'
find from time to time the versions 'l¢t along the path.
. Paguate, is on the path of 'ISpanish-EuroPe-India tradition
an~ has' here yielded a traditi(>I~al versLi~· Anothe: ~on- t
SpICUOUS example, and one that IS found l~n a very sImIlar
form.' in modern peninsular. Spanish tram.tion, is the T~r.,'Bab1r Story from Taos published by Eli*abeth Willis ~- !
, Hum' in 'Tayt-ays Tales, .6V·64. IIi thisJtale Coyote gets
stuck to a ta~-ba~y on the
of ~ s~gand ~.~lls into
the J water wIth It. In an 'AstUrIan ~.le publIshed by ~
Aqrelio Llano de~. Ampudias,' Cuentos ~s ;u~nos, number
18~, a man figpts In the same manner WIt Ra ~r-'baby near
. t~. sea and is carried away by the waves. ~
.
Ne"1 Mexico, then. has given us{fopr' ~tr~ordi~ary
t eS'of the Tar-Baby story: the regijl~ ~lPamsh-AmerIlan
t pe that has the baustein and in addition the episode of the

1
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•

I
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I

1

with the extraor . ary coming to life agai" of the dead and i
cooked r~.bbit; thoe· AstlJ.~l'an' t.ype of thel
i falling' into. the I. \ ~
water of the ~nima or person lcaught by: a tar-baby; and
lastly the: Paguate version of the'stickin' fast on advise ~
from another one, the ,Lithuanian type. ~f these' four the 11li
'first is found in the regular Spanish tradi$.onof New Mex-.' ' ..
ico, the other three are from the Pueblo Indians. But of t
the three Pueblo Indian version~' only one'tthe Taos version! '.
of Dr. Parsons, 'has features that are speci ~ cally Indian and J."
recently developed. The other two cor: espond to weII~ I

. .'

. .I .~\.
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known European types, and are apparently· of &panish-:
European source with nb special, new.features. The Taos
version of Dr. Parsons, however, has inherited fro Spanish-European traditi~ baustein.
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Telfair Hendon·
1904-1933

I.
f
I

HENDON, who was assistant editor of this mag- .t,
, . azine, gave up life and 'the labors in(!umbent'upon it on
January 17, 1933. Never a. strong ~oy or man, he yielded '.
to every enterprise with which he was 'associated more of
the precious vitality of survival than was just. His un- i
stinted labor and the· fine intelligence directing, it had!'
brought rewards in many fields-.. A sueeessfb.l teacher, ~ a •.
llOmpetent pr~ducer .of pl~Ys.) conscientious' scholar,
"Duke" saw hIS handIwork ,In the progress and esteem of i·
his students,. ~he reputation of his players and their playing, the confidence of his colleagues. To THE NEW MEXICO I'
. QUARTERLY, he has contributed 'a pumber of poems and I"~
more of his interest and labor 'than his friend, the editor, , '
in view of the toll it may have exacted, likes to acknowledge. a
As a young man whose impulses were ever gentlemanly and
whose ?eart bore more OF t~e burde~s of others than .of his I.
own, hIS death leaves nothing but resp~ct and affectIon as \
companions to the sorrow of those who knew him.
~
!'
'
e
.
T. M. PEARCE~
1
OELFAIR
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The West is Still Wild-Harry Carr-'Houghton ,Mifllin-$ .50.

No one who has read Harry Carr's Old Moth~. Me*q
will fail to regard with interest -any subsequent book by ,
him. But The West is Still Wild has an interest qu te apart
from any excited by the anticipation of good readi g, for in
it Mr. Carr has made an entire,ly charming book ou~ of pr,ac- \'
tically nothing rat all, and this, in ,a region whic , as Mr.
Carr himself admits, nobody can visit without w nting to l
write about it, is an achievement. Everyone ad~its that:
there is plenty of book material in the west, still full of the'i
.color and zest of adventure, material requiring to be labor- '
iously assembled and sorted. ' But that Mr. Carr had been '
able to scoop it lightly off the surfaces ,of a some I hat hurried journey acr~~s that country, demands a certai inquiry
'
into his m~thod and endo~~ellt.
To begin with, Mr. Carr has the' feeling for
the sort of people who imore than any other ke their
color from the soil and their saltines~ from its£casions~'
He has, it is evident, no theory about Folkness, a d no pretence. So he picks up Adelche from the bar of a ti y borde~
town and Dees-O-Hay frbm the nearest Apach~ amp and
lets them shine across his pages and depart, and in identally
in the case of Dees-O-Hay, he contrives to secure rom him
the most significant and least explored item left from the
history of Apache scouts~i Mr. Carr is iiI error in upposing
that what Dees-O-Ha~ tells hi~ about the. spiri ual technique of Apache scouting has not been knQwn before to
White men. I've known it a long time, but Mr. arr wfth
his 'acute perception ~f what is fresh ~n the d y's news,
,gets around to publishing it first. So Mr.C rr strolls "across the west picking up little nuggets of hum~n interest
from ,Indians, Mexicans, motor ~ramps, Old-t,i,mrs, all of !
them new and fresh, none of them over elaborat d or over
dramatized. Incredible as "it may seem, he mana es even to
find fresh items about the California Missions. That the
I

~

"

•

. [38]
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method haS its limitations is evid~nt when the author ar:
rives at Santa Fe and Taos, where though he notes the pertbiacity with whleh history lingers in the air there, ~e Ufts
no more than the dust of it, and fails to penetrate to the
constructive layers. His distr:action .with the eccentricities
of the present artist invasion somehow takes him -down La
Bajada~ Hill to get to Puye and the. f'wild frenzies" of a
Santa Clara Corn Dance; 'and so to Taos where he mi~ses
more romance than he finds.' He is a little mixed between
the Navahoes and the Hopis, but the st~m of Folk incident never fails of freshness and the skillful etcher's hand.
Whether his incidents are true or not, th~y are always :convineing. And here is the hint that the aspir~nt.for lit~ralJT""
success can take fr0m Harry Carr; he Wastes
np effQrt in
.
piling up evidence to the truth of his in¢ident. J~He ties it
into the actuality of the scene by the thr~ad of his own belief, and so doing brings it so near the I~ctuality that the
i.
mere matter of incidental veracity doesn'~ count.
Mr. Carr has been particularly fort~nate in his illusttator, Charles Owen, whose marginal sk~tches lack nothing
of tid~lity or the <iuality of artistic appeal.
'
~

I

I

,I

..

:1

.

0
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MARY AUSTJN

"~

De~

Alcohol and Man-Haven Emerson, M.D.,
Lamar Institute of
Public Health, Columbia University, six ,s8ociate editors and
fif~en other contributors-The Macmillan <tmpany,1932-$3.60.

The' first paragraph in the prefac~ says, "The editorial
group responsible for this volume, in "~ollaboration with
sciences,, found
colleagues in the medical and associatdd
I'
themselves in h~arty agreement to t4e~effect tJtat e~ueation in the basic facts, about alcohol'was essential
to the best
I"
interests of modern man and' his s~ial organization,
.whether or not l~slation was..-to be a ~permanent factor-:
in determining the extent
to which• comm~rce
in' alcohol was
.,
II
to be permitted. The several 'authors and editors have been
scrupulous in avoiding· 'pro' and 'an~i,' 'wet' or 'dry"
implications, believing
as we do~ th~t all jersons,
even thOse
.
j .
5
;~
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often inflqenced by social customs, religious ob er-vances,'
emotional, traditional and political arguments, a d possibly
prejudiced, will in rational periods of the fight pay atten- .
tion to evidence.",
.
To the mind of the reviewer any person who has ~n
interest in the subject should read this book. Th~ugh technical in places, it is written for the ·layman. A/condensed
review can Qe no more satisfactory, or more ace rate, than
a description of a party convention boiled down to a sho~
telegram.
..
The book was written by men long aceusto d to looking at facts, and from the facts drawing only onclusions
clearly indicated by them. It will, of course, e read by
partisans. The "Wets"may find considerable atisfaction
in the first half of the book-little in the second Partisan
"Drys" may wish .to read the various. chapters in the reverse order, of their appearance. Dispassiona e thInkers
will not wish to miss any of the book. Th~ scientist is filled
with admiration for ~he accurate data which have b~Em .
so carefully collected. He likes the superb bibliography. He
cannot fail to be extremely interested
in the
corl'elation
be,
.'
'
I
tween the alcoholic content of the blood, .uri,e and the
brain, and the various physiological. and psycho~ogical conditions of those who partake in varying quantiti s.
At the end of nearly every chapter ,there is summary,
and from these summaries this review has een largely
composed. Alcohol in small doses may act as stimulant
on certain tissue; however, on the 'brain alcoh in ali con, centrations is a depressant. ~{ter takingalcphol, errors
appear in precision work and physical efficie1itey is dimin'ished. It is mostly oxidized and furnishes enerh for work.
It does not change for better or 'worse the u iliiation of
foodstuffs,
though in small doses it may stimul te the . appe- .
.
tite. It ~ves a feeling of warmth but act ally causes
greater loss of heat from the body. The coni ntratiop'in
the blood is greater when alcohol is taken on an empty stom-

I.

I

.
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ach than when it is taken after eating, ahld is
ater at sea
level than in high 'altitudes. With la ~ do s, the' greater
the dilution of alcohol :taken the ess thb maximum concentration attained in the blood. Alcohol Js consumed mainly
for its narcotizing effect on the brain.ll Even in comparatively small doses the _drinker i~ releas~ll from social obligations' and self criticism, entertaining a feeling of well
being. _Alcohol is tQ be avoided wherevfer acuteness of per-ception and speed or execution are required, for example as
in driving an automobile. However, ~~the impairment of
judgment also brings release from urg~nt requirements of
modern life and therefore may bean a* in attaining relax- ,
. a t Ion.
, . ' ~ The above are w()rds of th~ authors. Then fo!low the
studies 9f the pharmacologist, taking ~ absorption, dls~ri
b,ution, ,0~,idation, eXCl1',:etion, the eff~ea alCQhol on tiaauea
in genet:al, the.skin, the digestive' yst~m, the-nervous system, on respiration, on voluntary. ~Fles, the .circulation,
the heart and tqe blood vessels, the hVfr and ki~neys. Its
pathology is given. iConclud,ing thei, studie~ on ~ealthy
persons the authors say, "The effects of moderate doses of
alcohol on the norm~l human ilidividual may' be brieflysummarized by ,stating that it depress~s the higher centers
of the .brain. From' a truly pharmabological standpoint,
alcohol as a rug has no appreciable t~cti~n on any other
tissue or organs of the body. The h~~itual use of alcohol
in moderate ~mount~ by the normal·'uman adult!appears
to be without any"p~rman~nt organi~ffec~ dele~rious -in
cha~acter." ,All. the extel}~lve a~d carefully conducted experimental studies on the Influence of~ alcohol on the germ
cells and de\l'eloping embryos of, ma~mals would seem" to
indicate that Ithe surviving stock is no,~ ~ecidedly inj~rea by·
treatments.'"
':
.
Dr. Emil Bogen: Pathologist; Oli[~e' View Sanatorium,
?alifornia, _begins, his 26 page chapte~,' on the "Human: ToxIcology of Alcohol," "No other pOl, on causes. so many
~
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d~thS or leads to or intensifies so many disea1es. both phy_.

sical and mental, as does alcohoL" No Pleas~j~ picture his
-but accurate. The only illustration in the ook falls in
his chapter. It -shows seven stages of intoxi tion corre.. lated with the milligra~s of alcohol ip one eu .c centimeter
of urine.
The chapter on the therapeutic use of al ohol ends, in
part, "As therapeutic argents alcoholic beverag s have had a
place' in rendering more comforfable and pea eful the disturbances of chronic disease and old age. S etimes it is
useful to increase appetite. Beyond this there are very few
conditions needing alcohol and alcoholic be rages." Its
effect in building up resistance to infection closes, "'It is
justifiable to conclude that there can be fittl or no direct
effect. No specific protective benefit- is con~erred by the
use of alcohol under aAy condition, nor is anlv. specific liability to any particular disease ~mpaired/'
The chapter on the "Pathojogy of Acute and Chronic
Alcoholism" shows details the layman seldom eard ~f, and,
in part, concludes, "The main damage causrd by ,:alcohol
'"' is to the c.entral nervous system." "There is no indication
that alcohol beverages of. good qUalit,y, in Whirh the alc,ohol
is of low concentration, or at le'ast suitably diluted when
taken, and if taken in moderate amounts in proper r~la
tion to food and at sufficiently long interval" does bodily
harm. If it were not for Ute machine age the(alcohol problem would simmer down to one of abuse an~ moderation.
e proper use
No one of intelligence can defend its abu~e.
~I will always be a matter of persistent .educati n."
The psychologist has his turn:
~, "Crosspatch, draw the latch, Sit by the fire a d -spin;
Take a cup and drink it up And call the neig bors in."
p

....
I.

I)
~;

•

i

~

'if.

,The psychologist says" "This nursery r yme: tells t~e
open secret about alcohol: it abolishes fi.lenta tension, disguises difficulties,' changes the mood from a disagreeable,
self-centered state to sociable friendliness." A full page .
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table of correlation of toxic sym~tOmJ
the alcohol in a i
cubic centimeiter of blood is mbst in~resting... Extensive' I.
psychological itests showing loss of aqcuracy and efficiency I
are. reviewed. Auto traffic problem~\ are discussed. The i:.
late Dr. Miinsterberg of Harvard gites the psycholo~st'8 !
praise of the value of a glass of wine at dinner, after a day's I:
work. Unfortunately the ~ha~ter is ~bt summarized~ . I:
Following the psychologist, the I~ psychiatrist has his I:·
. say, and he minces no words, and ,says pittle tliat upholds the
use of~lcohol as ~oci~ty has used it:'f Alcoholic ~missions '
to Bellevue HospItal In New York hfd a peak In 1910 of
1,1,389; a lesser one of 9,210 in 1917, ~nd a third of 8,769 in
1930. "The question is whether the ~inor and major injuries and losses in which alcohol is ~tfhe controllable factor
count for e;nough to outrange the utilp and'service it may
be claimed to offer under more or .l~s definable circum.
~
stances."
. ~ .
Tables on the correlation of alcoh~lism with crime, tak- ~.
ing in those who are intemperate,teinperate and abstain- :'
Efuts, show decreasing crime as' abst~ence is approached.
On the other hand the figures from ~Berkeley, 'California,
show: the non-drinking group far exce~s the drinking- up~n
both
major ·andminor crimes.
This is an isolated city, but
,
, M '
its figures are for. the past two years* "There can be very
little question, however, as to the rel.tionship 'between the
ab~se of alcohol and minor criminal a~ts ~ and delinquen- i.
cies."
_
(
Concerning longevity we learn: 'trotal abstainers, who i
have always been so, are on the wh:le, longer .lived than!
non-abstainers. Moderate pJ!rs who ' uch it only occasion- ally and then in 'moderation, are pro :ably as long lived as
:total abstainers, provi4ed they alwafs maintain· moderate
habits in all phases of living. Those tho drink moderatelY,'
SflY, an averag~t of two glasses.. of ..feer or o~e ~lass of
whiskey per day-, have a higher mo~ity than the average,
partly due to .the percentage ~f the~l evehtually exceeding i.
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~l()se who dr~~i~nailY

to the point of intoxication or have a few p otraeted sprees
a year are distinctly shorter lived than the erage.".....,
.
"
.'
"Alcoholic mehtaf disease is', ·as a rule, the outcome of
prolonged excessive indulgenee in alcoh ic beverages."
Ad~ission~ to the N<ew York Civil State hospitals' were
; 533,354 and 579 in 1~10, 1918 and 1931.res~ectivelY.. .since
1922 there has been an increase in the incidence of alcoholic
mental disease in most sections of the co ntry. _"Alcohol
is the direct a~d principal eause of several pes of mental
disease."
.
f'..
In the United States the general .death rate since 1920
. has been mueh lower than before. It js ifficult to relate
.
). this fact to the. alcohol problem. Our consumption statistics
.l,i- do not exist. European countries have m!ade even better
cases the iJ!l: showings than the United States, and}n
~
provement somewhat parallels a decreasing- per capita con,
sumption of alcohol. In the past.)l.8 year~ 'death 'rates in
Massachusetts and New York haye been u!niformly higher
than in Maine, Kansas, Mississippi, and ISouth Carolina~
Figures for the United States and for the Metropolitan 'Life
, Insurance Company show a faU in the alc6hoJic death ra~ ,
to a minimum in 1920 and a rising death r!te for the year~
thereafter.
The book closes with a reference to Emerson's
article
I
.
in a 1927 number of the American Journal f Public Health,
in which 'he says, "Even though the. evidence in favor 'of
temperance and abstinence is not complete' ,br in all tispects,
accurate in the scientific sense, health officers and health
j
workers are justified by weight and the iljnplication of recorded facts, to use their powers of_education to reduce to
a minimum the use of beverage alcohol in their communities."
~.
f.,-t1.
•
In view of possible pending l~gjslation~ the result of the
vote of our citizens, those who vote should read the book.
'9' JOH~ D. CLARK..
, \
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The Fa, I • Y Circle-Andi'~ Mauroi8--"D. A leton and Company, -!i'ew~'
York42.50.,
i
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<

· !le moral insecurity of our' t~Ple, shown in the qJbs- !;!
tionin~ of all behavior and intenti,n~ is reduced in The :' ;
Famu Circle, by An~re Maurois,
a pictur~ of the rest-:,'
less~e sand dGubt which besets Den~.e .Herpaln from early I'
~hildhqod~ The 'daughter of a weak ~nd preoccJJpied manu-I:
fa~tur~r and of a motherguilty of flap-ant infidelity, Denise\,
I
lives al lone child!tood and grows ujp with. a realization of~: e~
the in . Ices which become part· of~her small-town heri~l,
age.
ie~stic' in her first reactions; she seeks thro~g~out:, .
her bdrrdlng-school years to· recov~ ae- natural, spiritual;
innocence, but the g~ssip which spr~s about Mme. Herpain rEk,ches the school, ,an~ Deni~e ,nds her~elf a butt for,'
social :(!usapprdval. She graduates with high scholastic distinctio~, but vtithout friends; she is: ambi~ous at last for '
only material tlhings.. .
'
F6r a tilhe Denise lives with: her grandmother in,
Rouen, and there she becomes the m~stress of Jacques' Pel, letot, a ~ealt?y ~oung. man of good family: the in.stitution
of marriage IS distasteful to her af~"r her experlenc,es as ;
a child.'
Inl Paris, later, she meets Edlilcftd Holmann~ a Y,OU~g:· <,
man with all the sweetness of her fa1llh~s temper and' With
many f his w~aknesses. Denisema~ries Hoiman without' ,
·loving im, but finds her life compieling itself in her chil- !
dren ; e lives without thinki~g of t'e. future until the im- '
·petuou Managua forces her to bec,me his 'mistress; she
scarcel . resists his advances, realizin~ at last the weakness
which he has inherited from her mother.
.'
j
. Afjter a physical breakdown w~ch is almost fatal to '
her, D~nise finds consolation and stlilength in the forgive- I
ness of Iher hUSb.and. There follows t~.series of 'fi.nancialreverses, during which she accepts at l ast even the require- :
ments of life iIi a provincial town. ;"
. ',' .
:
. Or·ginal in style, if not in co~. ptions of character, :
The F, 'tiy Circle proves interesting .reading. In compari- !
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son with Voltaire, Byron, or Dis~li, it proves that M.
Maurois' heart lies first in the field.of biogr~phy. His novels
are matters of a second choice: constructed ~n a spirit of intelligent eclecticism,.they offer the readerl everything but
life.
..'.'. , i
'
•

,-"'"

I

ALjED CARTER..
l Houghton Mifflin,
Earth-Horizon, An Autobiography-Mary Austin:193~$4.00.
.
l

The critic is forever testing in hibself 1 literature
which gives satisf~ction and literature w~ch gives signifi.cance. Some literature manages to give both. Earth H or£zan is a book of this sort.
The satisfaction ~hich proceeds f;rom ivriting is drawn
~ro~ the tas~s in the-reader 8ti~ulated ~~~ fed by it. P~re
. JOY 111 the mInd comes from fillIng that In~~r chamber wIth
picture life of from carrying there anecd~tes~ ill; '\vhich the
reader can disengage himself from merc¥y _watching and I
take part. With this J~ort of satisfactio~ Earth Hprizon is
plentifully stored. Vivid and intelligent dra.wings of the
life energies born of the Mississippi river ~d expressed by
it in flotillas of freighting rafts and river ackets, in strings
of Indian can6eS laden with goods for ba r, in swarms.of
flies and mosquitoes, in the bending of slaves under the
overseer's lash, give'the background of fic on to the authentic family history of the first section of th book.
The story of Polly McAdams wearin the very tailpred
suit to the church which was to discipline her for having it
made is of the, same engrossing patter a.s the story of
Mary Hunter slapping the miserable,fau t-finding husband
into getting the doctor for' his 'wife labor ng to deliver him
Mary and to the
another unwanted child. So satisfying
reader are these descriptions of the Ulone~ring Mitddle !West
and old California and these stories of~the people in the
places that the
early days of both
.
, Ruth r becomes almost
more ~nter~ted in writing about other PfPle than in writ-
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abo~t hers<;lf.· :he autobiOgraPh~~ery nearly b~mes

short bIographies of hundreds of Am~rIcans. In fact, Mrs.
AU$tin temarks "All this Mary'busin$s is a -nuisance, hav·ng to stop and tell why she did things ~nd what she thought :
' bout them." ,An,,'d yet, though one cap Feasure satisfactions I','
I, n terms' of th~
vivid brush work she _employs in
painting. ;'
f ' ·
"
I the land of America, the wheeling 'sky above, the deep
rooted trees of the middle we~t, the de rt flowers nourished f'
by surface sweetness; ,and in term~ of he episodes rich with
human interest springing out of a·li,e sharred with 'others, "
still the book would not deserve the dtpesf l!ppreciation did I,.
it provoke only:'Satisfactions of thiss~Tt. More important is ,j
the significance which the author at14ches to the life of her iJ'
people and, humbly enough, to her o~n life as it. is symboli- ~
cal of anyone's life in such places and! circumstances.
',
The inner significance of the bJok
is- its index to the
'1J
community impulses of America in tfe MJd.~le West and in
CalifQrnia,. those' community impulses in many ways com-:
mo~ to an ~8.flier· A~erica on theJAt~antic '?~ast: P~ri-:'
tanIsfn and Its levellIng off of SOCI InequahtIes to gIveh
everyone a fresh and equal start in-. he race for prjvilege;!
the Abe Lincoln tradition of the rail' pUtter's chance to be-I/'
come p~esideIit; the pioneer resp~t , or the self-made manr
and yet the eminent place accorded ,be school 't¢acher andl'
,preacher and lecturer; the innate gqj>d taste in the Tenneg..:,
see bred mistress of the White Houde and in other womeD!
subjected to the new life- in the_ mid~le w~tern states; the '
moral attitudes which pilloried ~e ~misfit and the irregu,J,_
lars; the inflexible cleavage in familjr organization between
of the woman which'i
the affairs of the man and the affai~s
~
shut the wife from knowledge o~ tre busifless supportin~
the home and which sllut.. ~he husb,nd fr~ much of th~:
information about the household he was responsible for sup~;
porting; the unnatural importan'ce ~~corded mere wifehoo4
and the commiserating attitude tow3rd widows. The intel+
ligent and witty approach which M.s. Austin makes to sit+-
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him, does not lessen the emphasis hel placed upon thinking
oneself free from the unrealities ~o~ dogma and dictum.
. Thoreau stressed this same distrus~ of )he nicely boxed
produ~ts of reason handed on from geheration to generation,
like rose leaves or sachet clOseted within defined limits to
preserve their essence.. But like the ~ush that grows in'the,
'earth to bring the flower, so those wijo live will find within!
the circle of their own lives the authority for what they
. accept or rejeCt, for what they toler,te and intolerate, for .
what they worship and refuse. Whimnan broke through to .
such realities for himself 'and for a Rdrtion~of A'knerica with
himself. Mary Austin,too, has ,broken ground for new revelations of individualism, sympathy" and courage.
t
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~

like a good many other maga~ines, has had to cut its
size during this year of restricted budgets. One of the
articles announced for. February is for this reason
pU~hed forward until May. ~ The May QUARTERLY 'will
give its readers: :
I

I

:

-<

'"

"What I Saw in America" by~enri Wigny-Impre'ssions, of a European visitor in terms of our
cities, opr young people, our haste~ our hospitality, ou~ prohibition.
•

I

'"
"Hopi and Navajo" by Clyde Kluckhohn-Cultural and temperamental lines of cleavage between two well known Southwestern -Indian
groups."Th~ Kneeling Nun" by Alfred Carter-A new

\ version in poetry of a beautiful New Mexican
tradition associated with a picturesque pedicle
near' Silver City.
'
Stories, poetry, book rE1¥iews.
You can ~eceive The New. M~xico Quarterly annually now
for the subscription price of one dollar. Mail in the slip below
and become one of the group who enjoy this. magazine.
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